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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
4-H is the youth education program of the Cooperative
Extension Service which encompasses a nationwide membership
of

4,337,458

youth

participants

(Leadership

for

Tomorrow--4-H Update, 1985, p. 9 ) . 4-H can also be defined
as an educational endeavor designed

to enhance the

scientific knowledge, leadership skills and capabilities of
youth to adjust to rapidly changing social and economic
conditions (Prawl, Medlin, and Gross, 1984, pp. 185-186).
4-H is a voluntary program that supplements and
complements the formal education of the schools.

The

program is open to all youth, in at least third grade to
twenty-one years of age, without regard to race, color,
sex, religion, national origin, or handicap.

Success of

the 4-H program is attributed to nearly 604,465 volunteer
leaders, who are supported by the land-grant university
system, in providing knowledge and information to youth
participants (Leadership for Tomorrow—4-H Update, 1985, p.
10).
"Learning by doing" has been the fundamental principle
of 4-H club work from the beginning.
curriculum emphasis in 4-H.

Projects are a major

From 1912 to today, projects

have diversified from the basic corn, pigs, tomatoes,
flowers, sewing and canning topics to

more than 100

2
project areas.

Involvement in such experience-centered

curriculum helps youth develop life skills and prepares
them to explore lifelong occupational opportunities.
life

skills

may

be_ categorized

into

three

These

types

(Extension's 4-H:Toward the '90s, 1985, p. 6 ) :
1.

competency—developing skills and
knowledge;

2.

coping—dealing with stress; and

3.

contributory—increasing sharing
skills which allow others to
overcome situational personal
barriers.

In 1982, ten national 4-H goals were established.

The

goals reaffirm the idea that developing basic knowledge in
competency, coping, and contributory life skills are indeed
the overall mission of 4-H (Extension's 4-H;Toward The
'90s, 1985, p. 7 ) :
1.

Learn and use accepted practices for
mental, physical, emotional, and social
health.

2.

Explore and evaluate career and job
opportunities.

3.

Acquire subject-matter skills and
knowledge in certain areas of
agriculture, home economics, science,
and technology.

4.

Develop and practice responsible
skills related to the environment.

5.

Acquire a positive self-concept.

6.

Learn to respect and get along with
people.
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7.

Establish positive attitudes toward
productive use of leisure.

8.

Learn and practice leadership skills
and fulfill leadership roles.

9.

Participate in community affairs.

10.

Develop as individuals and leaders
in the 4-H program.

With support from the private sector and the involvement of educators, government officials, business leaders,
4-H alumni, volunteer leaders and Extension staff, the
National 4-H Council brings to 4-H a broad range of opportunities.

The National 4-H Council is a private, nonprofit

educational institution dedicated to strengthening 4-H and
youth programs.

This council makes possible incentives for

excellence through a nationwide awards program which
recognizes achievement at the local, state, and national
levels and recognizes individual development of 4-H members
through educational

activities

such as National

4-H

Congress (4-H Digest, 1986, p. 1 ) .
Awards and recognition programs related to project
work have motivated 4-H members to exemplify the 4-H "learn
by doing" process.

The National Awards Program initially

developed by the National Committee on Boys' and Girls'
Club Work was organized in 1921 to encourage support from
the private sector.

The awards program culminates the

individual member's progress in 4-H and his/her project
work (Wessel and Wessel, 1982, p. 34).
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National 4-H Congress is the final event
of the National 4-H Awards Program. The purpose of the program is to introduce 4-H members
to new and stimulating educational experiences;
motivate them to greater achievements; and help
them learn the values of the 4-H program in
developing competent, dedicated young men and
women for service in a democratic society
(West Virginia 4-H Agent Extension Handbook,
1986, p. 150).
Society has undergone continuous change since 4-H
began over 80 years ago.

Change affects the way people

- perceive their lives and expectations.

In order to remain

a viable program, 4-H must work to meet these expectations.
Research is needed in the 4-H program area not only to
enhance our land-grant relationships but to encourage wise
programming decisions to meet the needs of the youth
audience and society.

Statement of Problem
The overall goal of the 4-H program is to offer skills
and training to its youth membership.

One measurement of a

4-H member's achievement is through the National Awards
Program.

This program, which is a culmination of the

individual's progress in 4-H and project work, requires a
high level of performance.

While minimum qualifications

are established for the awards program, the number of
persons receiving the annual state title is limited to one
person per program area.
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A need exists to determine
educational

the

impact of

4-H

activities, including the National Awards

program, on youth participants.

A review of literature has

yielded very little information concerning the usefulness
of skills and knowledge acquired by national award winners
and the impact of participation on the occupational
statuses and personal lives of award winners.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to provide information
that may be useful to Extension personnel and local leaders
in adjusting 4-H programs to more effectively meet the
needs of youth.

In addition, information obtained may

provide a practical approach in counseling youth relative
to joining and participating in specific 4-H activities.

Definition of the Problem
This study was designed to accomplish the following
objectives:
1.

To develop a profile of characteristics
of the 1967-1980 state winners in the
West Virginia National Awards Program.

2.

To determine the influence of 4-H
experiences on current occupational status
as perceived by participants.

3.

To determine the influence of 4-H
experiences on leadership skills in
occupations and community activities
as perceived by participants.
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To ascertain perceptions of participants
regarding the benefit of 4-H experiences
on their personal lives through the acquisition
of skills and knowledge.

Limitations of the Study
This study will be limited to West Virginia 4-H
members who (1) participated in the National Awards Program
from 1967-1980 and

(2) had available at the time of

participation a program area in which funding was available
to allow the 4-H member to advance to national competition.

Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were formulated to lend
specific guidelines to the fulfilment of the problem.
1.

Participants' perceptions of usefulness of
knowledge and skills learned in 4-H is not
influenced by gender, year selected as state
winner, being selected a national winner,
years of membership in 4-H, level of formal
education, or area in which state title was won.

2.

Reasons for enrolling in a 4-H program by
participants are not influenced by gender or
years of membership.

3.

The participant's gender and age upon initially
enrolling in 4-H is independent of persons who
influenced the participant to initially join a
4-H club.

4.

Holding an office in 4-H or being a junior
leader does not influence the participant's
rating of 4-H knowledge and skill usefulness
in his/her occupation or personal life.

5.

The participant's continued membership in the
4-H program is independent of persons who
influenced the individual to remain in the
4-H program.
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6.

The participant's decision to submit a 4-H
record for competition in the National Awards
Program is independent of persons who influenced
the participant to compete in the National Awards
Program.

Research Methodology
Population of the study.

The target population for

this study included all state winners in the West Virginia
National Awards Program from 1967 to 1980, inclusive.

The

population was identified from program files in the State
4-H Office, Knapp Hall, Morgantown, West Virginia.

Names

of 453 participants were identified from the program files
(Figure 1 ) . These names were placed on lists and sent to
county 4-H agents and county volunteers (Appendix A) and
to parents of youth participants, with a request for
current home addresses and phone numbers (Appendix B ) .
Copies of letters and forms sent to county 4-H agents,
county volunteers, and the parents of youth participants
are included in the Appendices.

Participant lists were

returned by 53 of the 62 individuals contacted.

The

counties and number of participants identified are shown in
Figure 2.
The accessible population

(N = 356) included all

identified state winners in the West Virginia National
Awards Program from 1967 to 1980, inclusive.

Of the

population, 22 individuals were multiple winners,

8
3 participants were deceased, and 72 participants could not
be located.
Figure 3 shows the total number of respondents (N =
286) to the questionnaire.
the

respondents

were

Sixty-three percent or 180 of

residents

of

West

Virginia.

State winners residing in other states who responded to the
survey included:

Alabama, 3; Arizona, 1; California, 4;

Colorado, 1; Connecticut, 3; Delaware, 2; Florida, 3;
Georgia, 9; Illinois, 2; Indiana, 2; Iowa, 1; Kansas, 1;
Kentucky, 2; Maryland, 4; Michigan, 2; Missouri, 2; Montana, 1; New Jersey, 1; New Mexico, 1; New York, 3; North
Carolina, 6; Ohio, 10;

Pennsylvania, 7; Tennessee, 3;

Texas, 5; and Virginia, 27.

Design of the study.

The descriptive method of

research using the inquiry form technique was utilized in
this study.

Information was gathered through question-

naires which were mailed to identified state winners in the
West Virginia National Awards Program from 1967 to 1980,
inclusive.

This method of research was deemed appropriate

because of its ability to describe situations as they
exist.

Gartin (1985, p. 1) states that descriptive survey

research can be used to describe the current status of a
problem; to become familiar with phenomena; to gain new
insights; and to describe the characteristics of a group or
situation.
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Figure 1. Number of Initially Identified
State Winners By County In The
National 4-H Awards Program
from 1967 - 1980.
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Figure 2. Accessible Number of State
Winners By County In The
National 4-H Awards Program
From 1967 - 1980.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Study
Respondents.
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Development of the instrument.

Following a review of

pertinent literature, an inquiry form (Appendix C) was
developed to gather data from the participants.
inquiry form was organized into three parts.
designed

to

determine

respondent.

4-H

characteristics

The

Part I was
of

the

Part II requested educational and occupational

information of the respondent.

Part III was designed to

gather information concerning the influence of 4-H on the
respondent's occupation and personal life.

The instrument

was pre-tested on a group of older 4-H members in
Monongalia county for reliability and clarification.

In

addition, it was reviewed by Extension Specialists and
county 4-H

agents to assure validity.

After

final

revision, the inquiry form was mailed to the 356 accessible
participants.

A cover letter (Appendix D ) , explaining the

purpose of the study, and a self-addressed stamped return
envelope were included with each inquiry form.

The cover

letter was signed by the investigator and Mr. Glenn Snyder,
the Extension Specialist who was primarily responsible for
the West Virginia National 4-H Awards Programs from 1967
through 1980.

The investigator hypothesized that the

endorsement from the Extension Specialist would maximize
response rate of the survey.

Each inquiry form was num-

bered against a corresponding file number for identification upon return.

The first correspondence was mailed on

May 15, 1986, with a return date of May 30, 1986.

The post
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office returned 10 questionnaires for lack of forwarding
addresses.

As a result, 346 4-H alumni received the

questionnaire, of which 245 returned the completed form.

A

follow-up letter (Appendix E ) , was mailed on June 10, 1986,
to the 101 remaining participants in the study.

At the

deadline date, 41 additional questionnaires had been
returned.

Thus, a total of 346 participants received the

questionnaire, of which 286, or 82.7%, returned the
completed form.

Analysis of data.

Data were organized and analyzed

through the following steps:
1.

Responses from participants were coded on IBM Code

sheets and then recorded on computer disk through West
Virginia University's Computer Center facilities.

Data

were sorted for analysis.
2.

Data

were

summarized

as

to

frequency,

distribution, and percentages.
3.

An analysis of variance was utilized to determine

whether significant differences existed among ratings of
the participants' degree of enjoyment of selected 4-H
activities with regard to gender and total years of
membership.
4.

The chi-square test was utilized

significant

to detect

differences between observed and expected

responses of participants with regard to gender, age
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participant joined 4-H, residence as a member, individual
who had the greatest influence on participant to initially
join a 4-H club, whether the individual served as a 4-H
junior/teen leader, total years of 4-H membership, highest
level

of

formal

education

completed,

whether

4-H

experiences influenced the participant to pursue further
educational opportunities, reasons why participant joined
4-H, and persons who influenced participant to continue 4-H
membership.
5.
utilized

The forward selection regression procedure was
to determine the relative strengths of the

relationships

between

the

participants'

perceived

importance of program knowledge, skills, or benefits
acquired in the various program areas and the importance of
leadership and personal development experiences in the
participants'

current

jobs

and

personal

lives

in

relationship to gender, age participant joined 4-H, offices
held in 4-H, whether participant was a junior/teen leader,
total years of membership, whether participant was a
national winner, and the highest level of educational
attainment of the participant.
6.

Statistical procedures tested the null hypothesis

which was accepted or rejected at the .05 level of
confidence.
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7.

To check on nonresponse bias, key characteristics

of respondents and nonrespondents were compared using the
chi-square statistical procedure.

Those characteristics

were gender, age participant joined 4-H, residence as a
member; individual who had the greatest influence on
participant to initially join a 4-H club; whether the
individual served as a 4-H junior/teen leader; total years
of 4-H membership;

highest level of formal education

completed; and whether 4-H experiences influenced the
participant to pursue further educational opportunities.
8.

Summary

constructed.
form.

tables

to

present

the

data

were

Data were presented in tabular and narrative

The occupational classifications of the 1980 Bureau

of Census (U.S. Department of Commerce) were utilized to
code three questions related to occupation.
9.

Findings were identified and interpreted.

Definitions
The following terms were used in this study as defined
(4-H Volunteer In Action, 1982, pp. 14-15):
4-H - - A voluntary educational program open to all
youth, in at least third grade to twenty-one years of age,
without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national
origin, or handicap.
Cooperative Extension Service - - An organizational
entity of the United States Department of Agriculture and
the Land-Grant College created under the provisions of the
Smith-Lever Act of 1914 and subsequent related legislation
which conducts informal, off-campus educational programs
for the people of the United States.
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Land-Grant College - - A college or university
entitled to support from the United States Department of
Agriculture under the provisions of the Morrill Acts.
Volunteer Leader - - An individual who provides
leadership for local 4-H groups.
Projects - - A tool for teaching girls and boys many
new skills, primarily in agriculture, home economics, and
leisure education. Members share in setting goals, making
decisions, learning and evaluating.
National 4-H Council - - A private, nonprofit
educational institution which provides incentives for
excellence through a nationwide awards program which
recognizes achievement at the local, state, and national
levels and recognizes individual development of 4-H members
through educational activities.
National Awards Program - - An awards and recognition
program which is the culmination of an individual member's
progress in 4-H and their project work.
National 4-H Congress - - The final event of the
National 4-H Awards Program which introduces 4-H members to
new and stimulating educational experiences. The event is
held annually in Chicago, Illinois.
Community 4-H Club - - A 4-H group organized with
officers and a planned program, meeting over several months
of the year in a local community or school setting.
Demonstration - - A presentation given by a 4-H member
that shows skill and recommends practices related to a
specific topic.
Judging - - A formal process for helping 4-H'ers learn
to recognize quality, develop skills in decision making,
and express orally decisions made and reasons for them.
Teen/Junior Leader - - A teenage 4-H'er with previous
4-H experience who provides leadership in the 4-H program.
County Extension Agents - - Those persons employed as
county staff by the Cooperative Extension Service. This
staff develops and administers, with the aid of volunteer
leaders, a county educational program which is basically
related to agriculture, home economics, and leisure
education.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

National Overview
The

Cooperative

Extension

Service

was

created

basically for one purpose—to offer informal, off-campus,
non-credit educational opportunities for the people of the
United States.

The 1914 Smith-Lever Act which created the

Cooperative Extension Service provided for mutual cooperation of the United States Department of Agriculture and the
land-grant colleges in conducting agricultural extension
work.

Through this Act, Cooperative Extension became the

single federal agency having a direct educational link with
rural America.

It developed not only in the area of

agriculture, but also into home economics and 4-H program
areas (Kelsey and Hearne, 1963, p. 29).
The understanding of an organization is increased
through a knowledge of its history and philosophy.

Vines

and Anderson (1976) have presented an historical overview
of the development of the Cooperative Extension Service
including:

Philadelphia Agricultural Society of 1785;

State Boards of Agriculture, 1819; 1862 Morrill, Organic
and Homestead Acts; Hatch Act of 1887; and the 1890 Morrill
Act.
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The basic philosophy of the Cooperative Extension
Service is to help each individual, each family, and each
community achieve the highest level of living of which it
is capable, economically, socially, technologically, and
morally, by means of self-help aided through education.
provides

informal education based

interests of the people.
identifying

and

It

on the needs and

It involves being flexible,

developing

leadership,

constantly

evaluating programs, understanding the culture of the
people, using democratic processes, involving people in
making decisions, and meeting broad areas of interest
(Leagans, 1982) .
The major function of the Smith-Lever Act was "... to
aid in diffusing among the people of the United States
useful and practical information on subjects relating to
agriculture and home economics, and to encourage the
application of the same ..." (Kelsey and Hearne, 1963, p.
31).
4-H is the youth education program of the
Cooperative Extension Service. The 4-H mission
is to assist youth in acquiring knowledge,
developing life skills and forming attitudes
that will enable them to become self-directing,
productive and contributing members of society.
This mission is carried out through the
involvement of parents, volunteer leaders and
other adults who organize and conduct educational
subject/project experiences in community and
family settings. These learn-by-doing experiences
are supported by research and Extension functions
represented by Land-Grant Universities, United
States Department of Agriculture, and cooperating
counties with support from the National 4-H Council
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and other private support (Leadership
Tomorrow—4-H Update, 1985, p. 4 ) .

for

Birth of the 4-H program cannot be traced back to one
individual but to the pioneering leadership of rural
teachers and their supervisors who were attempting to meet
the specific local needs of their communities during the
latter half of the 19th century.

"Club work began wherever

a public-spirited man or woman did something to give rural
boys and girls respect for themselves and their way of
life" (Reck, 1951, p. 4 ) .
Most 4-H clubs were organized in this country in the
early 1900s as boys' and girls' agricultural clubs.

The

purpose of these early clubs was to teach scientific
methods in agricultural production and to help youth become
more responsible and capable citizens.
Wessel and Wessel (1982) cited several factors which
led to the development of 4-H:

1) rural educators

questioned the relevance of public schools for country
youth;

2) Colleges of Agriculture were urged to pass on

new technology;

3) there was a concern for the needs of

adolescents; and 4) concern for the drift of farm youth to
the cities.
Expansion of boys' and girls' club work grew rapidly,
first in the midwestern and northern states and then in the
southern states.
reported

Prawl, Medlin, and Gross (1984, p. 189)

that a federation of clubs were organized in Ohio
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and Texas in 1904 and twenty states also reported such work
by 1909.

Agricultural agents such as Seaman Knapp and

Oscar Benson headed a nationwide expansion of youth work
which continues today.

Table 1"(Prawl, Medlin, and Gross,

1984, p. 190) shows the growth of boys' and girls' club
work in the United States, 1915-1985.
The organized 4-H club program has come to be recognized as an informal, out-of-school educational program
with a learn-by-doing emphasis.

The emphasis has been

placed on practical, real-life learning experiences which
supplement the educational efforts of the home, church, and
school (Sanders, 1966, p. 261).
Tyler

(1961, p. 12) stated "Four-H club programs

provide many educational opportunities for young people to
acquire desirable ways of thinking, feeling, and acting."

State Overview
The West Virginia 4-H program originated as activities
in agricultural production.

There is evidence of Extension

work at West Virginia University dating back to 1898.
Stewart (1969, p. 7) reported that the West Virginia
University College of Agriculture with the support of Dean
T. C. Atkeson sponsored a Farmer's Week in Morgantown in
1898 followed by similar farm schools in other centers
around the state.

These agricultural activities expanded

to a point that in 1907 the West Virginia Extension
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Department was created.

Professor Daniel W. Working was

selected to initiate and supervise this expanded program of
Extension activities.
In 1907, Working and Atkeson encouraged the idea of
C. A. Keadle, Monroe County Superintendent of Schools, to
establish a boys' corn-growing contest at the Farmer's
Institute at Pickway, West Virginia, in Monroe County.
These contests proved to be highly successful and exhibited
to adults that the youth of the state were seriously
interested in agriculture.

Girls' contests were originated

in 1909 in conjunction with the Monroe County Annual Corn
Show (Church, 1942, pp. 25-26).
The expansion of boys' and girls' agricultural clubs
continued and a permanent and efficient plan for growth was
set up with the passage of the 1914 Smith-Lever Act.
Church (1942, p. 38) reported that agricultural project
clubs under the direction of Earl N. Sheets, first State
Club Agent, became 4-H clubs in some sections of West
Virginia by 1912 and that by 1918 they were all referred to
as 4-H clubs.
W. H. Kendrick, predecessor to Sheets, introduced into
the 4-H program the concept of personal development for
club members.

He brought a restatement of four-fold

program development stressing head, heart, hands, and
health (Church, 1942, p. 49).
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Table 1
Growth of Boys' and Girls' Club Work in the United States,
1915-1985

Year

*
**
***
****

Number Enrolled

1915

161,518

1922

305,622

1935

997,744

1945

1,562,622

1955

2,155,952

1965

2,185,145

1970

6,605,212 *

1975

5,577,716 **

1979

5,078,022 ***

1983

4,657,784 ** * *

1984

4,420,932 ****

1985

4,337,458 ****

Includes special interest and 4-H TV enrollment.
Includes 819,369 in 4-H EFNEP and 724,679 in 4-H TV
enrollment.
Includes 639,103 in 4-H EFNEP and 309,396 in 4-H TV
enrollment.
Includes youth in 4-H clubs, special interest units,
school enrichment units, individual study programs,
and TV instructional program series.
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Fizer (1971) described the participation modes used in
the delivery of 4-H programs to West Virginia clientele.
These modes were primarily community and school 4-H clubs.
Three essential components of the delivery modes are 4-H
members, volunteer leaders, and extension professionals.
The unified support and function of these components as a
cooperative effort provide for a effective innovative
educational program.
The participation modes today have expanded to include
special interest groups and individual study programs as
well as school and community 4-H clubs.

Table 2 (West

Virginia State 4-H Office Statistics, 1985) shows a
breakdown of the 44,349 youth participants 9-21 years of
age enrolled in 1984.
Goals of the West Virginia 4-H program coincide with
those set at the national level.

All 4-H groups, clubs,

and units are open to individuals without regard to race,
color, sex, national origin, or handicap.

The 4-H year

begins on October 1 and concludes on September 30.

An

individual in West Virginia can join 4-H when they are in
at least third grade; and are ineligible for membership if
they reach their twenty-first birthday on or before
December 31.
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Table 2
West Virginia 4-H Club Youth Participants and Participation
Modes in 1984

Number
of Participants

Participation
Mode

Number of
Units

26,135

Community Club

1175

11,142

Special Interest

359

10,828

School Enrichment

349

224

Individual Study

0

0

Instructional TV

0

Annually, each county is eligible to enter one 4-H
member in each of the awards programs.

These programs are

based on the individual's progress in a subject-matter
curriculum.

Participants must meet the following criteria

(West Virginia 4-H Agents Handbook, 1986, p. 150-151):
1.

Must not have previously attended National
4-H Congress.

2.

State winners must have passed their 14th
birthday on or before December 31 and
must not have passed their 19th birthday
on or before December 31.

3.

All state winners should have completed at
least three years of 4-H membership including
the current year.

4.

4-H members must be enrolled during the current
4-H year in the project or activity with which
the awards program is concerned. It is recommended that the state winners have a minimum
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three year record in the project or activity
which relates to that awards program. Records of
all state winners should show evidence of
project development and educational growth in
subject matter area involved.
5.

Only state, sectional, and national winners
in 4-H awards programs are eligible to attend
National 4-H Congress. Anyone who has not
been selected in competition open to members
from throughout the entire state is not eligible
to attend.

6.

All of the conditions listed below are considered
in determining the eligibility of participants
for state and higher honors:
a.

Members can apply for only one
4-H awards program in any one year.

b.

Previous state winners in certain
programs offering only sectional or
national trips to Congress may
enter their records for sectional
or national consideration in the same
program again, provided they have not
previously attended Congress on a state
sponsored trip, or have previously won
either sectional or national
awards in the program which they
enter.

c.

Educational scholarship winners
in any one of the national or
regional 4-H awards program is
not eligible to participate in
the same program again. To be
eligible for a national educational
scholarship, winners in all programs
must attend the current year Congress
on a full-time basis, except winners
for the special scholarships.

Availability of programs is announced each January in
the State 4-H Newsletter.

Participants' records are

submitted to the State 4-H Office on April 15 of each year
for processing, judging, and forwarding to the National 4-H
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Service Committee.

Programs offered for 1986 are (4-H

Digest, 1986, pp. 1-2):
Achievement
Agricultural
Automotive
Beef
Bicycle
Bread
Citizenship
Clothing
Conservation of
Natural Resources
Consumer Education
Dairy
Dairy Foods
Dog Care and Training
Electric Energy
Entomology
Fashion Revue
Food-Nutrition
Food Preservation

Forestry
Gardening and
Horticulture
Health
Home Environment
Horse
Leadership
Leadership and
Social Development
Petroleum Power
Photography
Plant and Soil Science
Public Speaking
Safety
Sheep
Swine
Veterinary Science
Wildlife and Fisheries
Wood Science

Related Studies
A review of the literature revealed a limited number
of studies relating to the influence of the 4-H program on
its participants.

Most studies have focused on the

program's

to

ability

participants.

reach

increasing

numbers

of

Few have addressed how 4-H alumni felt their

4-H experience contributed to their selection of a career
and how leadership skills learned in 4-H have helped in
their occupations or personal lives.
Forest and Marshall (1977) asked former 4-H members in
Shawano County, Wisconsin to identify the benefits they
felt they received from 4-H membership.
noted were:

Major benefits

a) getting along with people - 83%, b) making
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better use of time - 78%, c) developing hobby interests 78%, d) benefit to home and family - 73%, e) help with
community role - 66%, f) occupational benefit - 63%, and g)
speaking in public - 56%.

In addition, aspects of 4-H

which alumni felt important were:

a) learning to use

projects everyday - 83%, b) being known as a 4-H'er - 76%,
c) taking part in community service - 73%, d) competition 71%, e) leadership experience - 66%, and f) going on 4-H
trips - 58%.
A study entitled "4-H Impact on Members" (1979, p. 29)
listed major benefits of 4-H membership as perceived by
alumni as being a) leadership, b) self-confidence, c)
skills in everyday living, d) the ability to relate to and
work with people, e) career selection, f) organizational
skills, g) speaking ability, h) decision-making, and i)
handling responsibility.
Parsons (1983) questioned whether the 4-H program and
Extension could really show substantial research evidence
that young

people

are different because

participated in 4-H.
needed

to

they have

He stressed that research data is

demonstrate

results

of

4-H

educational

programming and to improve not only existing methods of
working with youth but also the designing of new programs
for existing and new audiences.

Two methods suggested by

Parsons were impact studies which would include studies to
document life skills learned by individual 4-H'ers (subject
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matter skills and knowledge young people learn in 4-H), and
longitudinal studies to document
individual 4-H member.
research

is needed

teaching

methodologies

programs.

the growth of the

Parsons also stated that program

to provide
used

to

information
provide

regarding

educational

He suggested the following program priority

research list:

delivery modes, publications, progression

of experiences, volunteer and professional staffing, and
self-directing and computer learning.
According to Ladewig and Thomas, in a national impact
study entitled Assessing the Impact of 4-H on Former
Members (1986), a nationwide poll of 1,761

individuals

showed that 4-H did have a positive effect on the lives of
individuals who were involved in the program as youths.
The randomly selected sample of individuals in the study
included 710 former 4-H members, 743 members of other youth
organizations, and

309

individuals

organized groups during their youth.

not

involved

in

One finding of the

study was that former 4-H members are more active in
community activities, particularly in leadership roles,
than nonmembers.

The study showed that former 4-H members

gave higher rankings to personal development, knowledge,
leadership and coping skills experiences than did former
members of other organizations.

Personal

development

contributions included experiences to foster self-esteem,
self-confidence, responsibility, and goal setting.

In
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addition, former 4-H members indicated that their children
participate in 4-H by 50% more than children of non 4-H
parents; and that they themselves participate in Extension
educational programs to a significantly greater degree than
former members of other youth groups as well as former
nonparticipants in youth groups.
The study further stated that much value was derived
from participation in 4-H and other youth programs as
well.

Respondents claimed that some of this value was

attained from their contact with people, particularly adult
volunteer leaders, family members, club meetings, and the
competitions.
highly

the

Participants in all youth programs rated

opportunities

contributions

to

their

to

develop

programs

skills, make

and

communication and cooperation skills.

to

develop

Increased leadership

opportunities were stressed by all participants.
Ladewig and Thomas

(1986) concluded that of the

factors impacting on life skills, the most dominant
variable

for

4-H

and

non

4-H'ers

was

years

of

participation, followed by entry age, and sex of the
respondent.

Generally, those who were participants for a

longer period of time, joined at an early age, and who were
female, were more satisfied with the challenges and
responsibilities incurred by the organization in which they
held membership.
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The

study

concluded

by

making

the

following

recommendations (Ladwig and Thomas, 1986, p. 70):
1.

Extension should publicize its 4-H programs so
that nontraditional audiences, can be better
informed of opportunities from participation in
4-H.

2.

Programs must be designed for older teens.
Particular attention should be given to
broadening opportunities for leadership.

3.

Those individuals earning higher grades were less
satisfied with youth organization contributions
to their personal development. Efforts should be
made to insure that youth activities and programs
adequately challenge all youth.

Testimonial data concerning the benefits of 4-H to
career selection is available from several articles in the
National 4-H News magazine.

One article entitled "Teens

Speak Out" (1973, p. 8) describes how a 4-H activity
provided the opportunity for Karen Shafer to choose her
career as a special education teacher.

Sarkett (1977, pp.

16-20) interviewed John Huston, nationally recognized beef
industry spokesman, regarding his 4-H experiences and the
benefits to him as an adult.

In addition, "4-H'ers and

Alumni Enjoy Careers Through 4-H" (1979, pp. 22-25, 35, 38)
includes a series of short articles about 15 adults who
identify how 4-H contributed to their career selections.
Pierce (1981, p. 46) described how 4-H gave her the
incentive to get involved in activities which led to a
career in agricultural communications.
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"4-H in Century III" (Extension Committee, 1976, pp.
9, 11) outlined several national goals for the third
century which focused on career exploration and leadership
development.

Recommendation 18 states "Skill development

and career exploration opportunities should be expanded,
using all available community resources."
Recommendation

25

states

"Citizenship

and

In addition,
leadership

development . . . should be given high priority . . . more
opportunities should be provided for youth to commit
themselves to solving the real and significant problems of
their communities."
Tyler (1961, p. 12) stated an educational advantage of
4-H clubs is that they can provide a wider opportunity for
career exploration than is normally possible within the
home and school.

Russell and Blume (1960, pp. 52, 54)

provided background concerning the need for expanding
career exploration into 4-H projects and activities.
Rockwell, Stohler, and Rudman (1984, pp. 7, 9) recently
completed a study to explore how former Nebraska 4-H
members between the ages of 25 and 36 felt 4-H helped them
select advanced education and/or a career and how it helped
them with leadership skills in their occupations and
community activities.

The study concluded that 1) a

substantial number of 4-H alumni felt 4-H activities and
people involved with leading the 4-H program influenced
their choice of a career; 2) as individuals remained in 4-H
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over a longer number of years, they were more likely to
indicate that 4-H influenced their choice of an area of
study or their selection of an institution of higher
education; 3) males were more likely to say that 4-H
influenced their choice of a potential career, area of
study

for advanced

education, first occupation, and

subsequent occupations; and
positively when asked how

4) 4-H

alumni

helpful

the

responded

overall

4-H

activities were in preparing them for specific roles in
adulthood.

Evaluation:

A Necessity

Today's youth face a variety of career choices and
must constantly cope with changing job demands which require
additional education and training.

Various occupational

roles and community activities require leadership ability
and skill (Rockwell, Stohler, and Rudman, 1984).

The 4-H

mission is to assist youth in acquiring knowledge and life
skills which enable them

to become

productive

and

contributing members of society.
Tumusiime and Lawrence (1985) identified several major
problems in successfully initiating and operating
activities.

4-H

Among the problems identified were 1) lack of

sufficient data to show impact of projects and programs on
4-H'ers; and 2) no written guidelines for effective program
evaluation (evaluation criteria).
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The Report of the National Task Force on Extension
Accountability and Evaluation System (1981) recommended to
the

Cooperative

understanding

of

Extension

Service

organizational

that

a

better

expectations

and

evaluation systems was needed to adequately inform the
general public, state, county, and national decision-makers
of the mission of Extension.

This recommendation endorsed

a need for improving the accountability and evaluation of
Cooperative Extension - through allocation of funds and
resources to conduct studies of program impact and methods
of program delivery (Extension In the '80's, 1983, p. 23).
The Food and Agricultural Act of 1977, Section 1459,
instructed the following (Prawl, Medlin, Gross, 1984, p.
210):
The Secretary shall transmit to Congress,
not later than March 31, 1979, an evaluation of
the economic and social consequences of the
programs of the Extension Service and
Cooperative Extension Services, including those
programs related to ... 4-H youth programs.
Kelsey and Hearne (1963, pp. 259-260) state that
evaluation has a direct bearing on good program building
and should be an integral part of each step of the program
planning process because it:
1) helps to establish a "bench mark";
2) shows how far plans progress;
3) shows whether plans are proceeding in
the right direction;
4) indicates the effectiveness of a
program;
5) helps locate strong and weak points
in any program or plan;
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6) improves participants' skills in
working with people;
7) helps to determine priorities for
activities in a plan of work; and
8) brings confidence and satisfaction to
participants.
4-H professionals in the 1980s must develop effective
and systematic methods of evaluation, accountability, and
reporting.

Because our society is constantly changing, 4-H

must continue to place emphasis on long term plans and
impact

studies which will

help determine

types of

programming which will be successful and effective in the
coming decade.
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CHAPTER III

THE FINDINGS

The 4-H program is the youth education program of the
Cooperative

Extension

Service

Department of Agriculture.

of

the

United

The purpose of 4-H is to help

young people become mature, competent adults.
economic

environment

of

States

budget

restraints

Today's
and

accountability requires evidence to show the effectiveness
of the 4-H program on its participants.
This study was designed to determine the impact of 4-H
educational activities on youth participants who have been
involved in the National Awards Program.

Data obtained

from the study may be useful to Extension personnel and
local leaders in adjusting 4-H programs to more effectively
meet the needs of youth and in counseling youth relative to
joining and participating in specific 4-H activities.
The descriptive method of survey research was utilized
in this investigation.

Data presented in this chapter were

obtained from questionnaires mailed to 356 4-H alumni who
were state winners in the National 4-H Awards Program from
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1967-1980,

inclusive.

questionnaires

for

The

lack

post

of

office

forwarding

returned

10

addresses.

Consequently, 346 4-H alumni received the questionnaire, of
which 286, or 82.7%, returned the completed form.

Nonresponse Bias
To check on nonresponse bias, a 20% random sample of
nonrespondents was drawn from the population for follow-up
telephone

interviews.

respondents

and

Eight

key

nonrespondents

characteristics

were

compared

of

and

significance levels were determined by the chi-square
statistical procedure, as presented in Table 3.

The key

characteristics selected for comparison were gender, age
participant joined 4-H, residence as a member, individual
who had the greatest influence on participant to initially
join a 4-H club, whether the individual served as a 4-H
junior/teen leader, total years of 4-H membership, highest
level of formal education completed, and whether

4-H

experiences influenced the participant to pursue further
educational opportunities.
The chi-square test is used to determine whether a
significant difference exists between observed responses
and expected frequencies based on the null hypothesis of
equal probability.

A chi-square value significant at the

.05 level of confidence means that there is only a five
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Table 3
Comparison of Key Characteristics of Respondents and Nonrespondenta

Characteristics
Gender
Hale
Feaale
1 d.f., not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
chi-Bquare = .:
Age Participant Joined 4-H
Under 9
9 and over
chi-square with Yates' correction for continuity = 2.8699165 1 d,f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Residence As A Heiber
Pari
Other
chi-square = .353581 1 d.f., not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Individual Mho Had The Greatest Influence On Participant To I n i t i a l l y
Join A 4-H Club
Parents/Guardian
Others
chi-square = .2635521 1 d.f., not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Participant Served As A 4-H Junior/Teen Leader
Yes
No
chi-square with Yates' correction for continuity = .3214376 ld.f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Total Years Of 4-H Heibership
9 or less
10 or greater
chi-Bquare with Yates' eorrection for continuity : .2724032 1 d.f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Respondents
103
183

Nonrespondenta

6

46
237

120
166

7
7

164
122

234
48

12
2

94
190

4
10

32
254

1
13

Highest Level Of Foraal Education Coaoleted
High School
Greater Than High School
chi-Bquare with Yates' correction for continuity = .706766 1 d.f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Did 4-H Experiences Influence The Participant To Pursue Further
Educational Opportunities
Yes
No
Uncertain
chi-square = .5332986 2 d.f., not significant at the .05 level of confidence.

174
57
47
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percent probability

that the rejection of the null

hypothesis is in error due to chance fluctuations in
sampling, and the conclusion is reached that the groups
compared are actually different in the attribute observed.
Due to insufficient observed cell size in five key
characteristics

the classifications of 2 or more adjacent

cells were combined to place the data in 2 x 2 contingency
tables.

This occurred with the following characteristics:

age participant

joined

4-H,

residence

as a member,

individual who had the greatest influence on participant to
initially join a 4-H club, total years of 4-H membership,
and highest level of formal education.

In computing the

chi-square values, it was observed that there were low
expected frequencies, i.e., frequencies less than 5.

The

Yates' correction for continuity was applied to the
computations of the following key characteristics:

age

participants joined 4-H, whether the individual served as a
4-H junior/teen leader, total years of 4-H membership, and
highest level of formal education completed.

Guilford and

Fruchter (1978 pp. 199-204) state that to apply chi-square
to a problem with 1 degree of freedom and when any expected
frequency is less than 5, a modification known as Yates'
correction

for continuity

should be utilized.

correction consists in reducing by

This

.5 each obtained

frequency that is greater than expected and in increasing
by the same amount each frequency that is less than
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expected.

This has the effect of reducing the amount of

each difference between obtained and expected frequency to
the extent of .5.

The correction is needed because a

computed chi-square, being based on frequencies, varies in
discrete jumps, whereas the chi-square table, representing
the distributions of chi-square, gives values from a
continuous scale.

The correction for continuity is an

attempt to remove this source of error.
Results of the 20% random sample telephone survey
revealed no significant differences between nonrespondents
and respondents with regard to any of the characteristics
tested.

Based on this information, the assumption will be

made that nonrespondents were analogous to respondents, and
data shown are applicable to the total target population.

Characteristics of the Population
The accessible population for the study was 356 4-H
alumni who were state winners in the West Virginia National
4-H

Awards Program

from

1967-1980, inclusive.

Data

presented in Table 4 indicate the characteristics of
participants in the study.

The total number of respondents

included 286 4-H alumni, of which 103 or 36% were males and
183 or 64% were females.
The majority of youth, 65%, joined the 4-H program at
age 9; 16.2% joined when less than 9 years of age; and
13.1% joined 4-H at 10 years of age.

Of the remainder,
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Table 4
C h a r a c t e r i a t i c a of Weat V i r g i n i a ' a P a r t i c i p a n t s i n t h e N a t i o n a l Awards Program
Characteristics
Gender
Male
Female

Number

Percent

103
183

36.0
64.0

Ajte Participant Joined 4-H
<9
9
10
11
12
13
14
13
16

46
184
37
10
3
3
0
0
0

16.2
65.0
13.1

Residence As A 4-H Member
Farm
Rural Nonfarra
Tovn or C i t y

120
97
69

42.0
33.9
24.1

Main Reason Participant Joined 4-H
Interested in 4-H Project*
Friends Belonged t o 4-H
P a r t i c i p a t e in Club M e e t i n g s / A c t i v i t i e s
P a r t i c i p a t e i n Camps
Wanted t o J o i n
No Other Youth A c i t i v i t i e s E x i s t e d i n Community
Other

52
47
56
18
78
20
12

18.4
16.6
19.8

Total Years Of 4-H Membership
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
over

0
1
18
75
105
85

26.4
37.0
29.9

Offices Held In 4-H
None
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
Game Leader
Son* Leader

5
236
217
173
168
184
183
179

82.5
75.9
61.2
58.7
64.3
64.0
61.6

Served \a A 4-H J'jnior/Tqen Leader
\»s
So

234
48

83.0
17.0

Other Organizations To Which Participant Belonged As A 4-H Member
Church Youth Croups
School Organizations
Boy/Girl Scouts
FFVFHA
Other

230
243
46
76
23

80.4
85.0
16.1
26.6

3.5
1.1
1.1
0
0
0

6.4
27.5

7.1
4.2

0
0.4
6.3

1.7

8.7
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3.5% joined at age 11, and 1.1% joined 4-H at 12 and 13
years of age, respectively.

There were no respondents who

entered the 4-H program after age 13.
When they were 4-H members, participants had resided
primarily in rural areas with 42% on farms and 33.9% in
rural nonfarm residences.

The remaining 24.1% resided in

towns or cities in West Virginia.
Over 27% of the participants indicated they simply
wanted to join 4-H as the major reason they became involved
in the program.
were:

Responses to the other reasons listed

19.8% to participate

in

club

meetings

and

activities; 18.4% interested in 4-H projects; 16.6% had
friends who belonged to 4-H; 7.1% had no other youth
activities in their communities; 6.4% to participate in
camps; and 4.2% listed such reasons as family involvement,
offered a more rounded program than scouts, sibling
rivalry, interest in giving demonstrations, and family
tradition as the main reasons they had joined 4-H.
A majority of the respondents, 93.3%, had belonged to
4-H for more than 8 years with 37% belonging 10-11 years;
29.9% belonging 12 years and over; and 26.4% having a total
4-H membership of 8-9 years.

Only 6.7% had belonged to 4-H

fewer than 8 years, and none had belonged less than 3
years.

It is recommended in the criteria for the awards

program that state winners should have completed at least
three years of 4-H membership including the current year
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to be eligible for competition.

This undoubtedly accounts

for participants having held membership for more than 3
years.
Only 1.7% of the participants had held no offices
during

their

4-H

membership.

A

majority

of

the

respondents, 82.5%, had been the president of a club during
their 4-H membership; 75.9% had served as a club vice
president; 64.3% and 64% had served as a club reporter or
game leader, respectively; 62.6% had been a song leader;
61.2% had been a club secretary and 58.7% had served as a
club treasurer.
Eighty-three percent of the respondents had served as
4-H junior/teen leaders during their membership in 4-H.
Several respondents indicated there was no opportunity
available for older 4-H members to serve as junior/teen
leaders during their participation in the program.
Eighty-five percent of the respondents reported having
membership in school organizations during their 4-H years,
and

80.4% were

Respondents were

involved

in

also active

church

youth

groups.

in FFA/FHA with 26.6%

indicating involvement; and 16.1% were involved in boy/girl
scouts.

Nearly 9% of the respondents also belonged to such

organizations

as

the

YMCA,

Candy

Stripers,

Jr.

Toastmasters, WV Rainbow Girls, Music Club, FTA, Equine
Riding Clubs, Jr. Hereford Association, American Forestry
Association, National Honor Society, WV Charolois
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Association, Jr. Fire Department, Future Nurses, Summer
Sports League, Figure Skating Club, and WV and National
Holstein Associations.
Respondents were asked to reflect back on their 4-H
years and indicate who most strongly influenced them to
initially

join

a 4-H

club, to continue

their

4-H

membership, and to participate in the National Awards
Program

(see Table 5 ) .

Immediate family members most greatly influenced the
participants

to

join

4-H,

with

57.3%

indicating

parents/guardians and 17.1% indicating a sister or brother
had been the major influence.

Other 4-H members and local

4-H leaders were major influences indicated by 11.5% and
8.4% of the respondents, respectively.
Approximately 55% of the participants indicated that
parents/guardians had most greatly influenced them to
continue 4-H membership.

Another 18.6% indicated the local

4-H leader and 11.2% indicated Extension Agents had most
greatly influenced the decision to continue membership in
4-H.
Participation in the National Awards Program is a
voluntary

decision

by

the

individual

4-H

member.

Respondents were asked who most greatly influenced them to
participate in the National Awards Program.

Extension

Agents were listed as the primary influence by 41.7%;
parents/guardians by 33.3%; and local 4-H leaders by 21.4%
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of the respondents.

Lower percentages were listed for

other persons, sisters or brothers, and other 4-H members
at 1.8%, 1.1%, and 0.7%, respectively.

Table 5
Individuals Who Influenced Participants To Initially Join a
4-H Club, Continue 4-H Membership, and Participate In The
National Awards Program

Individuals

Number

Percent

Individual Who Had Greatest Influence on Participant to
Initially Join a 4-H Club
Parents/Guardian
164
57.3
Extension Agent
1
0.4
Local 4-H Leader
24
8.4
Sister or Brother
49
17.1
Another 4-H Member
33
11.5
Others
15
5.3
Individual Who Influenced Paiticipant to Continue 4-H
Membership
Parents/Guardians
154
55.2
Extension Agent
31
11.2
Local 4-H Leader
52
18.6
Sister or Brother
10
3.6
Another 4-H Member
11
3.9
Others
21
7.5
Individual Who Influenced Participant to Participate in
National Awards Program
Parent/Guardian
95
33.3
Extension Agent
119
41.7
Local 4-H Leader
61
21.4
Sister or Brother
3
1.1
Another 4-H Member
2
0.7
Others
5
1.8
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Table 6 presents the ages of the National Awards
program participants from 1967-1980,

the years in which

they received the awards, and whether or not they were
National winners.

State winners in the National Awards

Program must be between the ages of 14 to 19 years of age
to

be

considered

in

the

competition.

More

than

three-fourths of the participants were 16 to 18 years of
age at the time of their selection as a state winner in the
National Awards Program.

Only 11.7% were selected at 19

years of age and only 12.7% were 14 or 15 years of age.
Annually, the availability of programs is announced in
the State 4-H Newsletter.
number

of

programs

Funding levels can affect the

available

for

competition

thus

influencing the size of the state winner delegation.

In

addition, only one state winner is allowed per program
area.

Variations in the numbers of respondents who were

state winners through the years of 1967 to 1980, inclusive,
ranged from

a low of 17 in 1970 to a high of 26 in 1976.

Of the respondents 17.9% were selected as national winners
in the National 4-H Awards Program.
The participants had been involved in nearly all
program areas (see Table 7 ) . Program areas in which the
greatest numbers of winners appeared were home environment
(8.0%),

achievement

photography (4.7%).

(5.7%),

agricultural

(4.7%),

and

The large frequency of respondents in

these program areas is more than possible due to only
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having one winner in each program area per year.

This

could be a result of participant error in recording or
remembering the correct program area in which they were a
state winner.
Respondents were asked to reflect back to their 4-H
years and rate the degree of enjoyment they experienced in
various activities of the 4-H program

(see Table 8 ) .

Activities rated as "greatly enjoyed" by the majority of
respondents were:
contests (55%).

camps (83%); trips/tours (74.5%); and
4-H projects

were greatly enjoyed by

45.3% of the respondents; being an officer by 37.1%; and
club meetings by 24.9%.

Educational Attainment and Occupation of Population
Participants in the study were asked for information
regarding

their educational

attainment

and those of

parents, in addition to their current occupational status
and the occupational status of their parents during their
4-H membership.

Participants were also asked to indicate

whether their 4-H experiences, as a whole, influenced their
decision to pursue further educational opportunities.
Table 9 illustrates the highest level of education
completed by the program participants.

Over 66% of the

participants were college or post-college graduates; 10.5%
and 5.2% were two-year college graduates or technical
school graduates, respectively; and 11.2% completed high
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school.

Other educational attainment listed by 5.6%

included some college credit obtained ranging from one to
three years, still in college, and military training
received through the U.S. Navy and Air Force.

Table 6
West Virginia Participants in the National Awards Program
from 1967 - 1980

Characteristic

Number

Percent

Age Selected As A State Winner
14
15
16
17
18
19

9
29
69
82
76
35

3.0
9.7
23.0
27.3
25.3
11.7

Year Selected As A State Winner
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

21
21
24
17
25
24
18
20
21
26
19
25
22
18

7.0
7.0
8.0
5.7
8.3
8.0
6.0
6.7
7.0
8.4
6.3
8.3
7.3
6.0

51
234

17.9
82.1

Selected As A National Winner
Yes
No
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Table 7
Number of State Winners in the Various Program Areas of the
National Award Program from 1967- 1980

Characteristic
State Winners In Program Areas
Achievement
Agricultural
Automotive
Beef
Bicycle
Bread
Citizenship
Clothing
Con. of Nat. Resources
Consumer Education
Dairy
Dairy Foods
Dog Care and Training
Electric Energy
Entomology
Fashion Revue
Food - Nutrition
Food Preservation
Forestry
Gardening and Horticulture
Health
Home Environment
Horse
Leadership
Leadership and Social Dev.
Petroleum Power
Photography
Plant and Soil Sciences
Public Speaking
Safety
Sheep
Swine
Vet Science
Wildlife and Fisheries
Wood Science

Number

Percent

17
14
8
9
4
13
7
13
8
12
12
8
6
10
7
4
10
12
7
10
10
24
8
11
1
6
14
2
11
7
7
4
3
0
0

5.7
4.7
2.7
3.0
1.3
4.4
2.3
4.4
2.7
4.0
4.0
2.7
2.0
3.4
2.3
1.3
3.4
4.0
2.3
3.4
3.4
8.0
2.7
3.7
0.3
2.0
4.7
0.6
3.7
2.3
2.3
1.3
1.0
0.0
0.0
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Table 8
Degree To Which 4-H Activities Were Enjoyed By Participants
Greatly Enjoyed
Activity
4-H Projects
Camps
Club Meetings
Trips/Tours
Contests
Being An Officer

No.

Enjoyed

No.

No.

129
234
71
205
154
102

45.3
83.0
24.9
74.5
55.0
37.1

153
44,
203
66
120
166

Did Not Enjoy

53.7
15.6
71.2
24.0
42.9
60.4

1.
1,
3,
1.
2,
2.

3
4
11
4
6
7

Table 9
Highest Level of Formal Education Completed By Participants
Level of Education Completed

Number

Less Than High School
Some High School
High School Graduate
Technical School Graduate
2 Year College Graduate
College Graduate
Post Graduate
Other

0
0
32
15
30
99
94
16

Percent
0
0
11.
5.
10.
34.
32.
5.

Participants were asked to indicate whether their 4-H
experiences, as a whole, influenced their decisions to
pursue further educational opportunities. According to
information presented

in Table 10, over 62% of the

participants indicated their 4-H experiences, as a whole,
did influence their decisions to pursue further educational
opportunities.

Another 20.5 did not believe their 4-H

experiences influenced them to pursue further educational
opportunities and 16.9% were uncertain.
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Table 10
Whether 4-H Experiences Influenced Participants To Pursue
Further Educational Opportunities

Responses

Number

Yes
No
Uncertain
Table

174
57
47
11

illustrates

participants in the study.
Bureau of Census

current

occupations

Percent
62.6
20.5
16.9
of

Classifications of the 1980

(U.S. Department of Commerce) were

utilized to code the occupations of the participants.
Occupations were coded under seven classifications:
1) professional; 2) farmer; 3) managerial - sales clerical; 4) craftsmen - operatives - service workers; 5)
private household workers; 6) military; and 7) other.
Appendix F provides a breakdown of occupations in each
category.
Over

55% of

the

respondents

are currently

in

professional occupations; 16.9% are in occupations dealing
with management, sales, or clerical responsibilities; and
9.9% are currently homemakers and considered this their
current occupation.

Less than 8% of the respondents were

craftsmen, operatives, and service workers; those engaged
in farming as the primary occupation were 3.2%; 1.8% were
in the military service at the present time; and 5.6% were
students.
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Table 11

Current Occupational Classifications of Participants

Occupational Classification

Number

Professional
Farmer
Managers, Sales, Clerical
Craftsmen, Operatives, Service Workers
Private Household Workers
Military
Other

57
9
48
21
28
5
16

Percent

55.3
3.2

16.9
7.3
9.9
1.8
5.6

Participants were asked to indicate the level of
formal education their parents/guardians had during their
membership in the 4-H program.
parents'

educational

level

Table 12 illustrates the

during

the participants'

membership in 4-H.
Over 47% of the fathers had completed high school and
34% had completed technical school or college.

Slightly

more than 15% of the fathers had less than a high school
education.

Over 49% of the mothers had graduated from high

school; and 41.1% were technical school, college and post
college graduates.
education.

Only 7.8% had less than a high school
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Data in Table 13 indicate major occupations of
participants' fathers during their 4-H membership.

Over

39% were craftsmen, operatives, or service workers; 21.2%
were full-time farmers; and 18.4% were in professional
occupations.

Seventeen percent were in occupations related

to management, sales, or clerical positions.

Less than 2%

were in the military service; five fathers were deceased.
Appendix G provides a breakdown of occupations in each
category.

Table 12
Program Participants' Parents' Level of Education During
Their 4-H Membership

Level of Education

Father
No.

Less than High School
25
Some High School
18
High School Graduate
134
Technical School Grad.
16
2-year College Graduate
9
College Graduate
37
Post Graduate
34
Other
8
Don't Know
2

Mother
%

8.8
6.4
47.3
5.7
3.2
13.1
12.0
2.8
0.7

No.
13
9
141
14
23
50
30
3
1

4.6
3.2
49.6
4.9
8.1
17.6
10.5
1.1
0.4

Over 52% of the participants' mothers were full-time
homemakers; 24.9% were in professional occupations; and 15%
were in occupations dealing with management, sales, or
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clerical responsibilities

(see Table 14).

Appendix H

provides a breakdown of occupations in each category.

Table 13
Program Participants' Fathers' Occupations During Their
Membership in 4-H

Occupational Classifications
Professional
Farmer
Manager, Sales, Clerical
Craftsmen, Operatives, Service Workers
Private Household Workers
Military
Other

Number
52
60
48
111
0
4
8

Percent
18.4
21.2
17.0
39.2
0
1.4
2.8

Table 14
Program Participants' Mothers' Occupations During Their
Membership in 4-H
Occupational Classification
Professional
Farmer
Managers, Sales, Clerical
Craftsmen, Operatives, Service Workers
Private Household Workers
Military
Other

Number
71
2
43
17
151
0
2

Percent
24.9
0.7
15.0
5.9
52.8
0
0.7
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Table 15
Importance of 4--H P r o g r a m K n o w l e d g e And S k i l l a in Current O c c u p a t ions of
Participants
Verj Iaportant
Prograa Areas
Aniaal Sciences:
Beef
Dairy
Dog Care & Training
Dorse
Sheep
Swine
Veterinary Science
Total = 422
Hone Bconoaics k Health:
Bread
Dairy Poods
Pood-Nutrition
Pood Preservation
Clothing
Consuaer Education
Fashion Bevue
Hose Bnvironaent
Health
Total = 922
Natural Besources t Plant Sciences:
Gardening a Horticulture
Plant i Soil Sciences
Conservation of Natural Resources
Entonology
Forestry
Wildlife I Fisheries
Wood Science
Total = 522
Couunications:
Photography
Public Speaking
Total = 324
Safety t Mechanical Sciences
Autosotive
Bicycle
Blectric Bnergy
Petroleui Power
Safety
Total : 426
Leadership:
Achieveient
Citizenship
Total : 344

No.

Important
X

No.

•

17
18
9
11
11
6
19
H=91

20.7
28.1
14.3
21.6
20.4
13.3
30.2
21.6

H=54

20
28
44
24
41
42
25
42

11
10
22
5
29
27
10
23
30
N=167

10.7
11.6
17.1
5.4
21.6
26.0
10.2
22.1
21.1

H=346

19.4
32.6
34.1
26.1
30.6
40.4
25.5
40.4
56.3
34.9

18
15
22
14
11
9
10
N:99

19.8
19.5
25.6
21.5
14.9
13.6
15.9
19.0

22
151
N:173

24
6
16
13
65

X

10
8
9
6

12.2
12.5
14.3
11.8
14.8
13.3
11.1
12.8

SoaeHhat Iaportant

No.

Not Iaportant
No.
X

H=59

19.5
17.2
9.5
15.7
9.2
13.3
11.1
13.9

39
27
39
26
30
27
30
H=218

47.6
42.2
61.9
50.9
55.6
60.0
47.6
51.7

16.

17
13
24
15
26
18
18
13
20
N=164

16.5
15.1
18.6
16.3
19.4
17.3
18.4
12.5
14.1
16.5

55
35
39
48
38
17
45
26
12
M=315

53.4
40.7
30.2
52.2
28.4
16.3
45.9
25.0
8.5
31.8

12
17
18
10
9
12
7
H--35

13.2
22.1
20.9
15.4
12.2
18.2
11.1
16.3

17
15
16
9
20
19
17
H=113

18.7
19.5
18.6
13.9
27.0
28.8
27.0
21.6

44
30
30
32
34
26
29
N=225

48.3
38.9
34.9
49.2
45.9
39.4
46.0
43.1

17.3
76.6
53.4

37
39
N=76

29.1
19.8
23.5

31
6
H=37

24.4
3.0
11.4

37
1
N=38

29.1
0.5
11.7

25.8

23
16
25
14
37

24
14
20
17
23

22
30
16
16
5

23.7
45.5
20.8
26.7

H--98

25.8
21.2
25.9
28.3
17.7
23.0

H-89

20.9

10
5
N=15

4.f
2.2

0
0

0
0

4.4

N:0

0

N:124

20.8
21.7
50.0
29.1

N--115

24.7
24.2
32.5
23.3
28.5
27.0

180
181
H=261

82.2
80.5
75.9

29
39
N=68

13.2
17.3
19.7

9.1

16
11
6

X

3.8
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Influence of 4-H on Occupation and Personal Life
Participants in the study were asked to rate the
importance of knowledge, skills, or benefits acquired as a
4-H member in their current occupations and in their
personal lives.
Table 15 illustrates the ratings of participants
regarding the degree of importance of program knowledge and
skills in relationship to their current jobs.

Of the

respondents who had been involved in the Animal Sciences
and Natural Resources and Plant Sciences categories 48.3%
and

56.9%, respectively, considered

their experiences

somewhat important, important, or very important in their
current occupations.

In addition, 68.2% of the respondents

who had participated in the Home Economics and Health
category, 79.1% who had participated in the Safety and
Mechanical Sciences category, and 88.3% who had
participated in the Communications category considered
those experiences somewhat important to very important in
their current occupations.

All of the respondents who had

been involved in the Leadership category considered the
knowledge and skills acquired to be somewhat important,
important, or very important in their current occupations.
The program areas of Health, Public Speaking, Safety,
Achievement, and Citizenship were ranked respectively by
56.3%, 76.6%, 50%, 82.2%, and 80.5% of the participants as
very important in their current occupations.

Table 16
Importance of 4-H L e a d e r s h i p and P e r s o n a l Development E x p e r i e n c e s on t h e P a r t i c i p a n t s ' Current Jobs

Experiences

Very Iaportant
No.
X

Leadership Experiences:
Being a Club Officer
Coaaittee Heaber
Junior Leader
Caap Counselor
Chief or Sag at Caap
Judging Activities
Visual Presentations
Total : 1418

125
119
130
109
89
98
146
N=816

53.9
52.0
61.9
61.6
54.3
54.4
64.6
57.5

76
77
53
52
51
57
56
N:422

32.7
33.6
25.2
29.4
31.1
31.8
24.8
29.8

25
27
22
14
15
17
18
N=138

10.8
11.8
10.5
7.9
9.1
9.4
8.0
9.7

188
192
182
144
143
112
167
144
102
142
111
95
N=1722

71.5
73.3
70.3
55.4
55.4
45.0
64.5
57.4
44.3
56.6
45.3
39.6
56.9

72
62
67
73
70
60
70
71
46
65
71
74
H=801

27.4
23.6
25.9
28.1
27.1
24.1
27.0
28.3
20.0
25.9
29.0
30.8
26.5

2
7
8
35
37
49
17
29
40
32
47
43
N=346

0.7
2.T
3.1
13.5
14.4
19.7
6.6
11.5
17.4
12.7
19.2
17.9
11.4

Personal Developaent:
Taught ae responsibility
Gave ae self-confidence
Chance to aeet and work with people
Learn about recordkeeping
Hake better use of tiae
Plan toward ay occupation
Speaking skills
Be a better citizen
To raise a faaily
To conduct a aeeting
Involveient in coaaunity activities
Use of leisure tiae
Total = 3027

Iaportant
No.
X

Soaewhat Iaportant
NjL;
X

Mot Iaportant
No.
X

1
1
2
8
8
28
5
7
42
12
16
28
M=158

0.4
0.4
0.7
3.0
3.1
11.2
1.9
2.8
18.3
4.8
6.5
11.7
5.2
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Table 17
Influence of 4-H Program
Participants

And S k i l l s On

Very Iaportant
Prograa Areas
Aniaal Sciences:
Beef
Dairy
Dog Care I Training
Horse
Sheep
Swine
Veterinary Science
Total = 720
Hoae EconoaicB k Health:
Bread
Dairy Foods
Food-Nutrition
Food Preservation
Clothing
Consuner Education
Fashion Revue
Hoae Environment
Health
Total = 1410

No.
27
28
23
27
16
11
20
N=152

52
49
92
59
79
77
36
77
102
N:623

X
23.1
26.9
19.8
26.7
17.2
12.5
19.8
21.1

28
20
29
19
19
16
19
N=150

39
24
17
30
29
13
32
15
12
211

50
31
47
22
30
24
21

29
33
27
36
35
33
33

N=225

34.7
26.5
35.9
21.2
25.9
24.3
21.6
27.8

68 40.5
63 32.0
M=131 35.9

Coaaunications:
Photography
Public Speaking
Total : 365

50
104
N=154

29.8
52.8
42.2

Leadership:
Achieveaent
Cititenship
Total : 476

24.8
15.4
24.1
11.9
14.0
11.4
21.8
18.1

No.

35.0
37.1
36.4
32.2
38.0
33.1
30.8
36.4
32.9
34.8

N--213

53
20
27
16
77

29
16
28
12
13
10
22
N=130

Soaewhat Iaportant

56
49
64
47
70
48
44
55
57
490

38.9
34.2
31.3
14.4
20.7
22.2
15.5
26.4

Safety k Mechanical Sciences:
Automotive
Bicycle
Blectric Energy
Petroleua Power
Safety
Total J 573

Iaportant
X

32.5
37.1
52.3
40.4
42.9
53.1
25.1
51.0
59.0
44.2

Natural Besources 4 Plant Sciences:
Gardening a Horticulture
Plant k Soil Sciences
Conservation of Natural Besources
Entoaology
Forestry
Wildlife 4 Fisheries
Wood Science
'
Total: 808

56
40
41
15
24
22
15

No.

Livea o f

39
33
22
19
47

H=193

42.7
18.2
25.7
18.4
52.4
33.7

N:160

31.5
30.0
21.0
21.8
32.0
27.9

168
181
N--349

71.5
75.1
73.3

53
47
N=100

22,5
19.5
21.0

X
23.9
19.2
25.0
18.8
20.4
18.2
18.8
20.8
24.4
18.2

9.6
20.6
15.8

9.0
22.4
10.0

6.9
14.9

Not Iaportant

No.
33
40
36
43
45
51
40
N:288

13
10
3
10
6
7
31
4
2
86
9
13
16
31
27
20
28

X
28.2
38.5
31.1
42.6
48.4
57.9
39.6
40.0

8.1
7.6
1.7
6.8
3.3
4.8
21.7

2.6
1.2
6.1
6.3

N:226

20.1
28.2
20.6
34.6
30.2
33.3
34.0
28.0

N=144

11.1
12.2
29.8
23,2
20.2
28.9
17.8

41
25
N=66

24.4
12.7
18.1

9
5
83=14

5.3
2.5
3.8

12
28
21
27
11

25.4
20.0
31.1

20
29
35
25
12
N=121

16.1
26.4
33.3
28.7

8.2
21.1

N=99

9.7

7.4
17,3

!4
13

6.0
5.4

0
0

0
0

N:27

5.7

N=0

0
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Participants were also asked to rate the importance of
their 4-H leadership and personal development experiences
in their current occupations (see Table 16). More than 94%
of the respondents considered the leadership and personal
development experiences as somewhat important, important,
or very important in their current occupations.

Visual

Presentations, being a Junior Leader, and being a Camp
Counselor were ranked by more than 60% of the respondents
as leadership activities which were very important in
relationship to their current jobs.

Personal development

aspects of the program which were ranked as very important
by more than 70% of the respondents were the items:

taught

me responsibility, gave me self-confidence, and chance to
meet and work with people.
Data presented in Table 17 indicate the ratings of
participants concerning the degree of importance of program
knowledge and skills in relationship to their personal
lives.

Sixty percent of the respondents who had been

involved in the Animal Sciences category, and 82.7% of the
participants in the Safety and Mechanical Sciences category
considered their experiences somewhat important, important,
or very important
respondents who

in their personal lives.

had participated in the Natural Resources

and Plant Sciences, Home
Communications

Of the

categories,

Economics
82.2%,

and Health, and
93.9%

and

96.2%,

respectively, considered their experiences somewhat

Table 18
Importance of 4-H L e a d e r s h i p and P e r s o n a l Development E x p e r i e n c e s on t h e P e r s o n a l Lives of t h e
Participants

Experiences

Very Iaportant
Np_.
X

Leadership Experiences:
Being a Club Officer
Conaittee Meaber
Junior Leader
Caap Counselor
Chief or Sag at Caap
Judging Activities
Visual Presentations
Total : 1561

117
118
123
112
92
99
124
H=785

Personal Developaent:
Taught ae responsibility
Gave ae self-confidence
Chance to aeet and work with people
Learn about recordkeeping
Hake better use of tiae
Plan toward ay occupation
Speaking skills
Be a better citizen
To raise a faaily
To conduct a aeeting
Involveaent in coaaunity activities
Use of leisure tiae
Total : 3067

211
208
189
146
149
121
166
160
153
134
143
142
H=1922

Iaportant
No^
X

Soaewhat Iaportant
NCK
X

Not Iaportant
Ho.
X_

46.2
47.8
54.0 '
54.6
48.4
49.0
52.5
50.3

99
79
71
65
57
61
68
N=500

39.1
32.0
31.1
31.7
30.0
30.2
28.8
32.0

29
41
26
19
25
31
35
N=206

11.5
16.6
11.4
9.3
13.2
15.4
14.8
13.2

8
9
8
9
16
11
9
H=70

3.2
3.6
3.5
4.4
8.4
5.4
3.9
4.5

80.3
79.7
72.9
56.8
57.7
49.6
65.6
62.0
60.5
53.6
56.5
55.0
62.7

49
48
58
78
80
62
64
74
58
54
74
77
N=776

18.6
18.4
22.4
30.3
31.0
25.4
25.3
28.7
22.9
21.6
29.2
29.8
25.3

3
5
9
29
26
33
16
22
25
43
31
36
11=278

1.1
1.9
3.5
11.3
10.1
13.5
6.3
8.5
9.9
17.2
12.3
14.0
9.1

0
0
3
4
3
28
7
2
17
19
5
3
»=91

0
0
1.2
1.6
1.2
11.5
2.8
0.8
6.7
7.6
2.0
1.2
2.9
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important to very important in their personal lives.

All

of the respondents who had been involved in the Leadership
category considered the knowledge and skills acquired to be
somewhat important, important, or very important in their
personal lives.

Over 50% of the respondents ranked the

knowledge, skills, or benefits acquired in the program
areas of Health, Consumer Education, Food Nutrition, Home
Environment, Public Speaking, and Safety as very important
in their personal lives.

In addition, over 70% of the

respondents who had participated in the leadership program
areas of Achievement

and Citizenship

considered

the

knowledge, skills, or benefits acquired as very important
in their personal lives.
Table 18 illustrates the responses of participants as
they ranked the importance of 4-H leadership and personal
development experiences in their personal lives.

More than

95% of the respondents considered the leadership and
personal development experiences as somewhat important,
important, or very important in their personal lives.
Being a camp counselor, being a junior leader, and visual
presentations were

ranked

by more than 50% of the

respondents as leadership activities which were very
important

in

relationship

to

their

personal lives.

Personal development aspects of the program which were
ranked as very

important by more than 70% of the

respondents were the items:

taught me responsibility, gave
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me self-confidence, and chance to meet and work with
people.
Table 19 illustrates that more than half of the
respondents are currently involved in local community and
church activities.

More than 20% are involved with school

organizations, civic

organizations, and

activities and organizations
respondents included:

4-H.

Other

listed by 20.6% of the

occupational associations, community

recreational and theatrical programs, and personal leisure
time activities.

Some respondents stated that time is

currently limited with job and family responsibilities;
however, at a future time they will become involved in 4-H
and other youth organizations.
According

to data

in Table

20, 82.4% of

the

participants indicated their 4-H experiences, as a whole,
did influence their decisions to be currently involved in
community activities.

Only 7.8% did not believe their 4-H

experiences influenced them to become involved in community
activities and 9.8% were uncertain.

Comparisons of Selected Characteristics By Gender
Respondents were asked to indicate who had the
greatest influence on them to initially join a 4-H club,
the main reason for joining 4-H, and whether their 4-H
experiences influenced them to pursue further education.
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Their responses, categorized by gender, are presented in
Table 21.

Table 19
Participants' Current Involvement in Community Activities
Activities In Which Participant
Is Currently Involved
School
Church Organizations
Civic Organizations
4-H
Other Youth Organizations
Government Activities
Other

Yes
No.
'
81
145
66
66
25
22
59

28.4
50.7
23.1
23.1
8.7
7.7
20.6

No
No.
204
141
220
220
261
264
227

71.6
49.3
76.9
76.9
91.3
92.3
79.4

Table 20
Influence of 4-H Experiences on Current Involvement In
Community Activities
Responses

Number

Percent

Yes
No
Uncertain

210
20
25

82.4
7.8
9.8

The chi-square statistical test was used to determine
whether significant differences existed between observed
responses and expected frequencies based on the null
hypothesis of equal probability.

A chi-square value

Table 21
Influence of Gender on Selected Characteriatics
Characteristics
Individual Who Had The Greatest Influence
On Participant To Initially Join A 4-H Club
Parents/Guardian
Extension Agent
Local 4-H Leader
Sister or Brother
Another 4-H Member
Other Person
chi-aquare = 5.177, 5 d.f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Main Reason For Joining 4-H
Interest in 4-H Projects
Friends Belonged to 4-H
Participate in Club Meetinga/Activitiea
Participate in Camps
Wanted to Join
No Other Youth Activities Existed in Community
Other
chi-square = 2.255, 6 d.f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Did 4-H Experiences Influence Decision To
Pursue Further Education
Yes
No
Uncertain
chi-square = 0.784, 2 d.f.,
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Males
(n=103)
No.
%

Females
(n=183)
No.
%

Overall
(N=286)
No.
%

65
1
8
15
11
3

63.11
0.97
7.77
14.56
10.68
2.91

99
0
16
34
22
12

54.10
0.00
8.74
18.58
12.02
6.56

164
1
24
49
33
15

57.34
0.35
8.39
17.13
11.54
5.25

21
19
19
7
27
5
5

20.39
18.45
18.45
6.80
26.21
4.85
4.85

31
28
37
11
51
15
7

17.22
15.56
20.56
6.11
28.33
8.33
3.89

52
47
56
18
78
20
12

18.37
16.61
19.79
6.36
27.56
7.07
4.24

64
19
17

64.00
19.00
17.00

110
38
30

61.80
21.35
16.85

174
57
47

62.59
20.50
16.91
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significant at the .05 level of confidence means that there
is only a five percent probability that the rejection of
the null hypothesis is in error due to chance fluctuations
in sampling, and the conclusion is reached that the groups
compared are actually different in the attribute observed.
Table 21 illustrates that over 63% of the males and
54% of the females indicated that parents/guardians had the
greatest influence on them to initially join a 4-H club.
Siblings were also indicated by 14.56% of the male
respondents

and

respectively.

18.58%

of

the

female

respondents,

Review of the data indicated there were no

significant differences between males and females
concerning the individuals who influenced the participant
to initially join a 4-H club.
Participants indicated the main reason for joining 4-H
was that they just wanted to join, with 26.21% of the males
and 28.33% of the females responding, respectively.

Over

20% of the males indicated an interest in 4-H projects and
slightly less females, 17.22%, indicated this as the main
reason for joining 4-H.
indicated

they

joined

Slightly more females, 20.56%,
4-H

to

participate

in

club

meetings/activities as compared to 18.45% of the males.
Male participants, 18.45%, indicated they joined

4-H

because friends belonged to 4-H as compared to 15.56% of
the females.

No significant differences were noted between

males and females in relationship to the main reason for
joining 4-H.
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Over 60% of the males and females felt their 4-H
experiences, as a whole, did influence their decisions to
pursue further education.

Results of the chi-square

statistical test indicated that gender of the participants
did not significantly influence the participant's response
concerning the influence of 4-H experiences on the decision
to pursue further education.
Respondents were asked to rate the degree of enjoyment
of selected 4-H activities (ranging from greatly enjoyed to
did not enjoy on a 3 point scale).

The analysis of

variance statistical procedure was utilized to determine
whether significant differences existed among ratings of
the participants' degree of enjoyment of selected
activities between male and female respondents.

4-H

Table 22

illustrates there were no significant differences between
males and females concerning the degree of enjoyment of
selected 4-H activities.

Comparison

of

Selected

Characteristics

By Years of

Membership
Respondents were asked the main reason for joining the
4-H program.

Their responses categorized by years of

membership are presented in Table 23.
The chi-square statistical test was used to determine
whether significant differences existed between observed
responses and expected frequencies based on the null
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hypothesis of equal probability.

Due to insufficient

observed cell size in the years of membership

the

classifications were collapsed into two categories of years
of membership, 2-9 and 10 and over, and the chi-square
value calculated.

Table 22
Influence of Gender on Enjoyment of Selected 4-H Activities
Activity

Overall Mean
(N=286)

4-H Projects
Camps
Club Meetings
Trips/Tours
Contests
Being An Officer

2.44
2.82
2.21
2.73
2.53
2.34

Male
(n=103)
2.40
2.81
2.19
2.72
2.50
2.35

Female
(n=183)

F
Value

2.47
2.82
2.22
2.74
2.54
2.34

1.17
0.01
0.18
0.08
0.29
0.00

ANOVA not significant at .05 level of confidence
Rating Scale: 3=Greatly Enjoyed, 2=Enjoyed, l=Did Not Enjoy

Respondents who had 4-5 years of membership indicated
that they just wanted to join the 4-H program.

Of the

respondents who had been involved for 6-7 and 8-9 years,
15% and 35%, respectively, indicated they joined
because no other youth activities
communities.

existed

4-H

in their

Over 50% of the participants with 10-11 years

of membership indicated they joined to participate in
camps; and 58.33% with 12 or more years of membership
indicated other reasons for joining the program.

Some

Table 23
Reasons Why Participants Joined 4-H Categorized By Years Of Membership
Years Of Membership

Characteristic

4-5
No. %

6-7
No. %

8-9
No.
%

10-11
No.
%

12 & Over
No.
%

Overall
No. %

Interested in
4-H Projects

0

0.00

2

3.92

17

33.33

17

33.33

15

29.42

51 18.14

Friends Belonged
to 4-H

0

0.00

2

4.26

15

31.91

20

42.55

10

21.28

47 16.73

Participate in
club meetings/
activities

0

0.00

6 10.71

13

23.21

20

35.72

17

30.36

56 19.93

camps

0

0.00

0

0.00

4

22.22

9

50.00

5

27.78

18

Wanted to Join

1

1.30

4

5.19

17

22.08

31

40.26

24

31.17

77 27.40

No other youth
activities
existed in
community
Other

0
0

0.00
0.00

3 15.00
1 8.33

7
2

35.00
16.67

5
2

25.00
16.67

5
7

25.00
58.33

20
12

Participate in

chi-square = 5.4108079, 13 d.f., not significant at .05 level of confidence

6.41

7.12
4.27
crt
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reasons indicated were family involvement, offered a more
rounded program than scouts, sibling rivalry, interest in
giving

demonstrations,

chi-square

statistical

and

family

tradition.

test indicated

no

The

significant

difference between the total years of membership and the
main reason participants joined the 4-H program.
Information presented in Table 24 illustrates that of
the participants with 8-9, 10-11, and 12 or more years of
membership, more than half indicated that parents/guardians
influenced them to continue their membership in 4-H.

Over

33% of the participants with 6-7 years of membership
indicated that parents/guardians and local 4-H leaders
influenced them to continue their 4-H membership.

All of

the respondents with 4-5 years of membership indicated
other

persons

membership.

had

influenced

them to continue

4-H

In computing the chi-square value, it was

observed that there were low expected frequencies, i.e.,
frequencies less than 5 in the years of membership
classifications.

The classifications were collapsed into

two categories, 2-9 years of membership and 10 and over
years of membership, and the chi-square value calculated.
The results of the chi-square statistical test indicated no
significant difference existed between the total years of
membership

and

the

individual

who

influenced

participant to continue their membership in 4-H.

the

Table 24
Persons Who Influenced Participants To Continue 4-H Membership Categorized By
Total Years Of Membership
Years Of Membership

Characteristic

4-5
No. %

Parent/Guardian

0

0.00

6 33.33

37

51.39

58

55.77

53

63.86

154 55.39

Extension Agent

0

0.00

4 22.22

7

9.72

12

11.54

8

9.64

31 11.15

Local 4-H Leader 0

0.00

6 33.33

16

22.22

21

20.19

9

10.84

52 18.71

0

0.00

0

0.00

3

4.17

1

0.96

6

7.23

10

3.60

0

0.00

1

5.56

3

4.17

3

2.89

4

4.82

11

3.96

1 100.00

1

5.56

6

8.33

9

8.65

3

3.61

20

7.19

Sister or
Brother
Another 4-H
Member
Other Person

6-7
No. %

8-9
No.
%

10-11
No.
%

12 & Over
No.
%

Overall
No. %

chi-square = 4.4697619, 11 d.f., not significant at .05 level of confidence
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To ascertain the degree of enjoyment of selected 4-H
activities, respondents were asked to rate six activities
with

respect

to the degree of enjoyment

experienced in each.

they had

Their responses categorized by total

years of 4-H membership are presented in Table 25.

Mean

responses among the participants indicated they enjoyed or
greatly enjoyed the selected 4-H activities.

Camps were

considered to be one of the most enjoyable activities.
Significant differences in ratings were noted between the
participants' total years of 4-H membership and the degree
of enjoyment they experienced in "camps" and "being an
officer".

Comparison of Selected Characteristics By Age Participant
Joined The 4-H Program
Respondents were asked to indicate who had the
greatest influence on them to initially join the 4-H
program.

Their

responses, categorized

by

age

participant joined 4-H, are presented in Table 26.

the
Of the

respondents who joined 4-H when less than 9 years of age,
at 9 years of age, and at 10 years of age, 73.92%, 59.78%,
and 37.84%, respectively, indicated that parents/guardians
had most greatly influenced them to initially join the 4-H
program.

Thirty percent of the participants who joined 4-H

at age 11 indicated that another 4-H member or other person
had influenced them to join 4-H.

Of those who joined at

Table 25
Influence of Total Years of Membership on Enjoyment of Selected 4-H Activities
Years Of Membership
Activity

Overall Mean
(N=286)

4-5

6-7

8-9

10-11

12 & Over

F Value

4-H Projects

2.44

2.00

2.56

2.44

2.40

2.47

0.60

Camps

2.82

3.00

2.70

2.68

2.86

2.88

3.02*

Club Meetings

2.21

2.00

2.44

2.23

2.21

2.15

1.37

Trips/Tours

2.73

3.00

2.56

2.64

2.76

2.79

1.89

Contests

2.53

3.00

2.53

2.52

2.55

2.50

0.26

Being An
Officer

2.34

2.00

2.59

2.30

2.42

2.25

2.34*

Rating Scale:

3=Greatly Enjoyed, 2=Enjoyed, l=Did Not Enjoy

*ANOVA significant at .05 level of confidence

Table 26
Persons Who Influenced Participant To Initially Join The 4-H Program
Categorized By Age The Participant Joined The 4-H Program
Age Participant Joined 4-H
<9
Individual No.
%

No.

9
%

Parent/
Guardian

10
No.
%

11
No. %

12
No. %

13
No.
%

Overall
No.
%

34

73.92

110

59.78

14

37.84

2

20.00

0

0.00

2

66.67 162

Extension
Agent

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

10.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.35

Local 4-H
Leader

1

2.17

17

9.24

3

8.11

1

10.00

1

33.33

0

0.00

23

8.13

Sister or
Brother

7

15.22

29

15.76

12

32.43

0

0.00

1

33.33

0

0.00

49

17.32

Another
4-H Member

3

6.52

18

9.78

7

18.92

3

30.00

1

33.33

1

33.33

33

11.66

Other
Person

1

2.17

10

5.44

1

2.70

3

30.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

15

5.30

chi-square with Yates' correction for continuity = 14.359775, ld.f., not
significant at .05 level of confidence.

57.24
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age 12, over 33% respectively, indicated that local 4-H
leaders, siblings, or another 4-H member had most greatly
influenced them to join 4-H.

Over 66% of the participants

who joined 4-H at age 13 indicated that parents/guardians
had the greatest influence on them to initially join a 4-H
club.
Due to insufficient observed cell size in the age
categories, the classifications of 2 or more adjacent cells
were combined to place the data in a 2 x 2
table.

contingency

In computing the chi-square value, the Yates'

correction for continuity was applied (Appendix I).

Review

of the data indicated there were no significant differences
between the age participants initially joined the 4-H
program and the individuals who influenced the participants
to initially join a 4-H club.

Relationship of Selected Characteristics With the Perceived
Importance

of Program

Knowledge, Skills

or Benefits

Acquired Through Participants' Involvement in the Various
4-H Programs in Their Current Jobs and Personal Lives
Due to the large number of dependent variables, the
thirty-two program areas in the National Awards Program
competition, and the intercorrelation that exists with the
selected independent variables, a regression model was
constructed to determine the effect of the responses under
study.

The SAS Stepwise procedure was utilized to find
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which variables in the collection of independent variables
should most be included in the regression model.

This

technique was useful for determining the relative strengths
of the relationships between proposed independent variables
and the dependent variable.
The forward selection procedure was utilized to
analyze the data.

Barr, Goodnight, Sail, and Helwig (1976,

p. 251) state that:
... this technique finds first the2single--variable
model which produces the largest R statistic.
R is the square of the multiple correlation
coefficient; it can also be expressed as the ratio
of the regression sum of the squares to the
(corrected) total sum of squares. For each of
the other independent variables, stepwise
calculates an F-statistic reflecting that
variable's contribution to the model were it to
be included. If the F-statistic for one or more
variables has a significance probability less than
the specified "significance level for entry", then
the variable with the largest F-statistic is
included in the model. F-statistics are again
calculated for the variables still remaining
outside the model, and the evaluation process is
repeated. Variables are thus added one by one to
the model until no new variable will produce a
significant F-statistic.
The program areas in the National Awards Program were
collapsed into six categories or dependent variables.

The

categories were Animal Sciences, Home Economics and Health,
Natural Resources and Plant Sciences, Communications,
Safety and Mechanical Sciences, and Leadership.

The

independent variables to be regressed upon the dependent
variables were gender, age participant joined the 4-H
program, offices held in 4-H, whether the participant was a
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junior/teen leader, total years of membership, whether the
participant was a national winner, and the highest level of
educational attainment of the participant.

A significance

level of .05 was used for entry into the model.
Table 27 illustrates the relationship of selected
characteristics, using the forward selection procedure, on
perceptions of importance of program knowledge, skills, or
benefits acquired in the various program areas in the
participants' current jobs and in their personal lives.
The relationship is indicated by use of a regression
coefficient which indicates the rate of change in Y
(dependent variables) per unit change in X (independent
variables) (Cohen and Cohen, 1983, p. 50). Data indicated
a relationship existed between three independent variables
(age participant joined 4-H, experience as a junior/teen
leader, and educational attainment) and five of the six
dependent variables (Animal Sciences, Home Economics and
Health,

Natural

Resources

and

Plant

Sciences,

Communications, and Safety and Mechanical Sciences) in
participants' perceptions of the importance of program
knowledge, skills or benefits in their current jobs.
Participants' perceptions of importance of knowledge,
skills or benefits acquired in the Animal Sciences, Home
Economics and Health, Natural Resources and Plant Sciences,
and Safety and Mechanical Sciences program areas in their
current jobs decreased in relationship to the age

Table 27
Forward S e l e c t i o n Regreasion on t h e Perceptions o f Importance o f Program Knowledge, S k i l l s or B e n e f i t s
Acquired i n t h e Various Program Areas i n t h e Participanta* Current Jobs and Personal Livea

S e l e c t e d Variable
Categories

Intercept1

On the Job:
Aniaal Sciences
Hoae Bconoiics and Health
Natural Besources and Plant Sciences
Coaaunications
Safety and Mechanical Sciences
Leadership

2.56
3.59
2.98
2.88
4.32
3.76

In Personal Lives:
Aniaal Sciences
Hoae Econoaics and Health
Natural Besources and Plant Sciences
Coaaunications
Safety and Mechanical Sciences
Leadership

2.49
2.55
3.17
3.19
2.93
3.67

a

Gender

Age

Offices

Junior/Teen
Leader

Years of
Heabership

National
Winner

Educational
Level

-0.28*
-0.16*
-0.16*
0.31X
-0.25S

0.361
-0.28*

-0.0971

Intercept replaces the overall mean.

* Regreasion coefficient significant at .05 level of confidence.

a\
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participants

joined

4-H

and

the

highest

educational attainment of the participant.

level of
In the Animal

Sciences program area, as the age the participant joined
4-H

increased, the participants' perceptions

of the

importance of program knowledge in their current jobs
decreased (-0.28).

In addition, as the educational levels

of the participants increased, perceptions of importance of
program knowledge, skills, or benefits acquired in the Home
Economics and Health (-0.16), Natural Resources and Plant
Sciences

(-0.16), and Safety and Mechanical Sciences

(-0.25) program areas, respectively, decreased in regards
to their current jobs.

The data further indicated a

positive relationship existed in the Communications program
area in relationship to whether the participant was a
junior/teen leader.

Participants who had been a 4-H

junior/teen leader perceived the program knowledge acquired
in the Communications program area beneficial in their
current jobs.
The data further indicated a relationship existed
between two independent variables, gender and educational
level of the participant, and two dependent variables, the
program areas of Home Economics and Health and Natural
Resources and Plant Sciences, in the perceptions of
importance

of

program

knowledge

participants' personal lives.

acquired

in

the

In the Home Economics and

Health program area, a positive relationship (0.36) existed
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between

female

participants'

perceptions

of the

usefulness of program knowledge and skills acquired in
their personal lives.

Females perceived the knowledge and

skills acquired in the Home Economics and Health program
area to be more important in their personal lives than did
male participants.
of

However, as the educational attainment

the participants

increased,

the perceptions of

importance of Home Economics and Health program area
knowledge

and skills

relationship

acquired

to their

personal

decreased
lives.

(-0.97) in
A negative

relationship (-0.28) was noted between male participants'
perceptions of the usefulness of program knowledge and
skills in the Natural Resources and Plant Sciences program
area in their personal

lives.

Males perceived the

knowledge and skills acquired in the Natural Resources and
Plant Sciences program area to be more useful in their
personal lives than did female participants.

Relationship of Selected Characteristics With the Perceived
Importance

of

Leadership

and Personal

Development

Experiences in the Participants' Current Jobs and Personal
Lives
Due to the large number of dependent variables, the
nineteen leadership and personal development experiences,
and the intercorrelation that exists with the selected
independent variables, a regression model was constructed
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to determine the effect of the responses under study.

The

SAS Stepwise procedure was utilized to find which variables
in the collection of independent variables should most be
included in the regression model.

This technique was

useful for determining the relative strengths of the
relationships between proposed independent variables and
the dependent variable.

The forward selection procedure

was utilized to analyze the data.

The seven leadership

experiences and 12 personal development experiences were
collapsed into 2 categories or dependent variables.

The

categories were Leadership and Personal Development.

The

independent variables to be regressed upon the dependent
variables were gender, age participant joined the 4-H
program, offices held in 4-H, whether the participant was a
junior/teen leader, total years of membership, whether the
participant was a national winner, and the highest level of
educational attainment of the participant.

A significance

level of .05 was used for entry into the model.
Table 28 illustrates the relationship of selected
characteristics, using the forward selection procedure, on
perceptions of importance of leadership and personal
development experiences in the participants' current jobs
and in their personal lives.

The relationship is indicated

by use of a regression coefficient which indicates the rate
of change in Y (dependent variable) per unit change in X
(dependent variables) (Cohen and Cohen, 1983, p. 50). The

Table 28
Forward S e l e c t i o n Regreasion on t h e P e r c e p t i o n s o1 ' Importance of Leadership and Peraonal Development
Experiences i n t h e P a r t i c i p a n t a * Current Joba and P e r s o n a l Lives

Selected Variable
Experiences

On the Job:
Leadership
Personal Developaent
In Personal Lives:
Leadership
Personal Developaent
a

Intercept"

Gender

Age

Offices

Junior/Teen
Leader

Years of
Heabership

National
Winner

Educational
Level

0.08*

2.28
3.51

3.55
3.75

-0.21*

I n t e r c e p t Replaces The O v e r a l l Mean

* Regression C o e f f i c i e n t S i g n i f i c a n t a t .05 Level Of Confidence.

-0.05*
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data

indicated

independent
dependent

a positive

variable

variable

relationship

between

the

(educational attainment) and the

(Leadership) in

the participants'

perceptions of the importance of leadership and personal
development experiences in their current jobs.

As the

educational attainment of the participants increased, the
participants' perceptions of importance of
experiences increased

Leadership

(0.08) in relationship to their

current jobs.
The data further indicated a negative relationship
between the independent variables (whether the participant
was a junior/teen leader and educational attainment) and
the dependent variable

(Personal Development) in the

perceptions of importance of leadership and personal
development experiences in the participants' personal
lives.

Participants who had been a 4-H junior/teen leader

perceived the personal development experiences acquired
were beneficial in their personal lives.

However, as the

educational levels of the participants increased, the
participants' perceptions of the importance of personal
development experiences acquired decreased in regard to
their personal lives.

Comments and Suggestions From Participants
Study participants were given the opportunity and were
encouraged to offer any comments they might have regarding
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their 4-H experiences or to make suggestions for improving
the 4-H program.

Comments

and suggestions made by

respondents can be found in Appendix J.
Respondents

were

quite

frank

in

assessing

strengths and weaknesses of the 4-H program.

the

Although

comments primarily from those who were unhappy with their
4-H experiences might be expected, the majority of remarks
were made in a constructive manner and provide an insight
into the strengths and weaknesses of the program.
Participants generally indicated their 4-H experiences
as a positive influence in their current occupations and in
their personal lives.

Camping experiences and Leadership

and Personal development experiences such as being a camp
counselor, visual presentations, and public speaking were
listed by many of the respondents as providing them with
self-confidence, the ability to deal with others, teaching
responsibility,

and

helping

them

to

become

better

organizers.
Respondents were not hesitant to criticize leaders and
Extension personnel for their lack of organization and
commitment to the program, nor did they refrain from
expressing their appreciation and thanks to those whom they
felt prepared them to become productive and capable adults.
Several respondents indicated a need for Extension to
review hiring practices which are thought to prevent former
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members with a desire to work as Extension professionals
from entering the Extension Service.
Suggestions made by some of the respondents were to
recruit more youth into the program and increase the
awareness of the 4-H program in West Virginia.

Several

respondents indicated a need to return to the basics such
as camping, meetings, and projects.

A concern was

expressed by many of the respondents on the decreased
funding and staffing for Extension in many counties and the
impact of the 4-H program in these counties.
The majority of respondents indicated the 4-H program
provided intrinsic rewards:
"... I learned what it was like to be a winner
and a loser. But no matter the outcome I
learned to rejoice at other's (personal)
victories as well as my own."
"... It taught me some harsh realities of
life but it also taught me the joy of
achievement."
"... It's hard to measure the impact 4-H
had on my life. Few direct areas exist,
many indirect things though."
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The primary objective of this study was to determine
the

impact

of

4-H

educational

activities

on youth

participants who have been involved in the National Awards
Program.

Data obtained from the study may be useful to

Extension personnel and local leaders in adjusting 4-H
programs to effectively meet the needs of youth and in
counseling youth relative to joining and participating in
specific 4-H activities.
The descriptive method of research using the inquiry
form technique was utilized in this study.

Information was

obtained from 286 4-H alumni who were state winners in the
National 4-H Awards Program from 1967 - 1980, inclusive.
Statistical procedures used for analyzing data were
number and percent distributions, and the chi-square,
Yates' correction for continuity, analysis of variance, and
the forward selection regression model.

Null hypotheses

were tested and were accepted or rejected at the .05 level
of confidence.
Findings of the study are summarized as follows:
1.

A total of 286 4-H alumni participated in the

study, of which 103 or 36% were males and 183 or 64% were
females.
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2.

The majority of youth, 65%, joined the 4-H program

at age 9.

There were no respondents who entered the 4-H

program after age 13.

Participants resided primarily in

rural areas with 42% on farms and 33.9% in rural nonfarm
residences.

The remaining 24.1% resided in towns or cities

in West Virginia.
3.

Over 27% of the participants indicated they simply

wanted to join 4-H as the major reason they became involved
in the program.

Over 93% of the respondents had belonged

to 4-H for more than 8 years.

More than 98% of the

participants had held one or more offices in 4-H during
their years of membership.
4.

Eighty-three percent of the respondents had served

as 4-H junior/teen leaders during their membership in 4-H.
In addition, over 80% of the respondents reported having
membership in school organizatioris and church youth groups
during their membership in 4-H.
5.

Immediate family members most greatly influenced

the participants to join 4-H with over 74% indicating
parents/guardians
influence.

and

siblings

had

been

the

major

Approximately 55% of the participants indicated

that parents/guardians had most greatly influenced them to
continue their 4-H membership.

Extension Agents were

listed as the primary influence by 41.7% of the respondents
to have influenced them to participate in the National
Awards Program.
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6.

More than three-fourths of the participants were

16 to 18 years of age at the time of their selection as a
state winner in the National Awards Program.

Variations in

the numbers of respondents who were state winners through
the years of 1967 to 1980, inclusive, ranged from a low of
17 in 1970 to a high of 26 in 1976.

Of the respondents,

17.9% were selected as national winners in the National 4-H
Awards program.

Participants had been involved in nearly

all program areas with the greatest number of winners
appearing in home environment (8.0%), achievement (5.7%),
agricultural (4.7%), and photography (4.7%).
7.

Activities rated as "greatly enjoyed" by the

majority of respondents were:

camps (83%), trips/tours

(74.5%), contests (55%), 4-H projects (45.3%), being an
officer (37.1%), and club meetings (24.9%).
8.

Over 66% of the participants were college or

post-college graduates and over 62% of the participants
indicated their 4-H experiences, as a whole, did influence
their decision to pursue further educational opportunities.
Over 55% of the respondents are currently in professional
occupations;

16.9% are

in occupations

dealing

with

management, sales, or clerical responsibilities; 9.9% are
currently homemakers; and less than 8% of the respondents
were craftsmen, operatives, and service workers.
addition, those engaged in farming as the primary

In
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occupation were 3.2%; 1.8% were in the military service;
and 5.6% were students.
9.

Over 47% of the fathers and 49% of the mothers of

participants had graduated from high school.

In addition,

34% of the fathers and over 40% of the mothers had completed
technical school or college.

Slightly more than 15% of the

fathers and only 7.8% of the mothers had less than a high
school education.

Over 39% of participants' fathers were

craftsmen, operatives, or service workers; 21.2% were full
time farmers; 18.4% were in professional occupations; 17%
were in occupations related to management, sales, or
clerical positions; and less than 2% were in the military
service.

More than half of the participants' mothers were

full-time homemakers and approximately one-fourth were
engaged in professional careers.

In addition, 15% were in

careers dealing with management, sales, or clerical
responsibilities.
10.

Approximately one-half to three-fourths of the

respondents considered their experiences in the six 4-H
program categories as being somewhat important, important,
or very important in their current occupations and in their
personal lives.

The program areas of Health, Public

Speaking, Safety, Achievement, and Citizenship were rated
by over one-half of the participants as very important in
their current occupations.

Slightly more than one-half of

the respondents rated the knowledge, skills, or benefits
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acquired

in the program

Education,

areas

Foods-Nutrition,

of

Home

Health,

Consumer

Environment,

Public

Speaking, and Safety as very important in their personal
lives.

Over 70% of those who had participated in the

program areas of Achievement and Citizenship considered the
program knowledge acquired as very important in their
personal lives.
11.

More than 94% of the respondents considered the

leadership and personal development experiences as somewhat
important, important, or very important in their current
occupations and personal lives.
participants

Over one-half of the

considered visual presentations, being a

junior leader, or being a camp counselor as leadership
activities which were very important in relationship to
their current jobs and personal lives.

More than 70% of

the respondents rated the personal development aspects of
"gave me self-confidence", "taught me responsibility", and
"chance to meet and work with people" as being very
important in their current jobs and in their personal
lives.
12.

Over

50% of the participants are currently

involved in local community and church activities.

More

than 20% are involved with school and civic organizations
and 4-H.

Over 80% of the respondents indicated their 4-H

experiences did influence their decisions to be involved in
community activities.
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13.

There were no significant differences between

males and females concerning the individuals who influenced
the participant to initially join a 4-H club and the main
reason for joining 4-H.
14.
indicated

Results of the chi-square
that

significantly

gender

of

influence

statistical

the participants

the

participant's

test

did not
response

concerning the influence of 4-H experiences on the decision
to pursue further education.
significant

differences

In addition, there were no

between

males

concerning the degree of enjoyment

of

and

females

selected

4-H

activities.
15.

There were no significant differences between the

total years of membership and the main reason participants
joined the 4-H program nor the individual who influenced
the participant to continue their membership in 4-H.
16.
enjoyed

Participants indicated they enjoyed or greatly
the

selected

4-H

activities.

Significant

differences in mean ratings were noted between the
participants' total years of 4-H membership and the degree
of enjoyment they experienced in "camps" and "being an
officer."
17.

There were no significant differences between the

age participants initially joined the 4-H program and the
individuals who influenced the participants to initially
join a 4-H club.
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18.
utilized

The forward selection regression procedure was
to determine the relative strengths of the

relationships

between

proposed

independent

variables

(gender, age participant joined the 4-H program, offices'
held in 4-H, whether the participant was a junior/teen
leader, total years of membership, whether the participant
was a national winner, and the highest level of educational
attainment of the participant) and the dependent variables
(Animal Sciences, Home Economics and Health, Natural
Resources and Plant Sciences, and Leadership).

In the

Animal Sciences program area, as the age the participant
joined 4-H increased, the participants' perceptions of the
importance of program knowledge in their current jobs
decreased (-0.28).

In addition, as the educational levels

of the participants increased, perceptions of importance of
program knowledge, skills, or benefits acquired in the Home
Economics and Health (-0.16), Natural Resources and Plant
Sciences

(-0.16), and Safety and Mechanical Sciences

(-0.25) program areas, respectively, decreased in regards
to their current jobs.

A positive relationship (0.31)

existed in the Communications program area in relationship
to whether the participant was a junior/teen leader.
Participants who had been a 4-H

junior/teen

perceived

acquired

the

program

knowledge

in

leader
the

Communications program area beneficial in their current
jobs.
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19.

The data further indicated a relationship existed

between two independent variables (gender and educational
level of participant) and two dependent variables (Home
Economics and Health, and Natural Resources and Plant
Sciences) in the perceptions of importance of program
knowledge acquired in the participants' personal lives. A
positive

relationship

(0.36) existed

participants' perceptions

between

female

of the usefulness of Home

Economics and Health program knowledge and skills acquired
in their personal lives.

Females perceived knowledge

acquired to be more important in their personal lives than
did male participants.

However, as the educational

attainment of the participants increased, the perceptions
of importance of Home Economics and Health program area
knowledge

and skills

acquired

decreased

relationship to their personal lives.
negative

relationship

(-0.97) in

It was noted that a

(-0.28) existed

between

male

participants' perceptions of the usefulness of program
knowledge and skills in the Natural Resources and Plant
Sciences program area in their personal lives.

Males

perceived the knowledge and skills acquired in this program
area to be more useful in their personal lives than did
female participants.
20.

Data were analyzed using the forward selection

regression procedure to determine the relative strengths of
the relationships between proposed independent variables
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and the dependent variables

(Leadership and Personal

Development) in the participants' current jobs and in their
personal lives.

Review of the data indicated a positive

relationship (0.08) between the participants' perceptions
of importance of Leadership and the educational attainment
of the participants.

As the educational attainment of the

participants increased, the participants' perceptions of
importance

of

Leadership

experiences

relationship to their current jobs

increased

in

A negative relationship

existed between the independent variables (whether the
participant was a junior/teen
attainment)

and

the

leader and educational

dependent

variable

(Personal

Development) in the perceptions of importance of leadership
and personal development experiences in the participants'
personal lives.
leader perceived

Participants who had been a 4-H junior/teen
the personal development

experiences

acquired were beneficial in their personal lives.

However,

as the educational levels of the participants increased,
the participants' perceptions of the importance of personal
development experiences acquired decreased in regard to
their personal lives.
21.

In their comments and suggestions, respondents

generally perceived their 4-H

leadership and personal

development experiences as positive influences in their
current occupations and in their personal lives.

Their

suggestions were to recruit more youth into the 4-H program
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and to increase the awareness of the West Virginia 4-H
program.

Conclusions
From analysis of information received from 286 4-H
alumni who were state winners in the National 4-H Awards
Program

from

1967

- 1980, inclusive, the following

conclusions were drawn which accomplished the objective and
which confirmed or rejected the null hypotheses:
1.

Participants' perceptions

of

importance

of

knowledge and skills acquired in 4-H are not influenced by
gender except in the program areas of Home Economics and
Health and in the Natural Resources and Plant Sciences
program areas.

Females consider the knowledge and skills

acquired in Home Economics and Health program area to be
more useful
participants.

in their personal

lives than do male

Males regard knowledge and skills acquired in

the Natural Resources and Plant Sciences program area to
be more useful in their personal lives than do female
participants.
2.

As the educational levels of National Awards

Program participants increase, their perceptions of the
importance of program knowledge, skills, or benefits
acquired in the Home Economics and Health, Natural
Resources and Plant Sciences, and Safety and Mechanical
Sciences program areas decrease with regard to their
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current jobs.

In addition, as the educational attainment

of National Awards Program participants increase, their
perceptions of usefulness of Home Economics and Health
program area knowledge and skills acquired decrease in
relationship to their personal lives.

Perceptions of

usefulness of leadership experiences in current jobs
increase as the educational levels of the participants
increase.

As educational attainment increases, perceptions

of the importance or usefulness of Personal Development
experiences acquired decreases in respect to personal lives
of participants.
3.

Perceptions .of usefulness of knowledge and skills

learned in 4-H is not related to the year participant was
selected as a state winner or to the area in which the
state title was won by the participant.
4.

Being selected as a national winner and years of

membership in 4-H do not influence the participants'
perceptions of usefulness of knowledge and skills learned
in 4-H.
5.

Reasons for enrolling

in a 4-H program by

participants are not influenced by gender or years of
membership.
6.

Gender and age upon initially enrolling in 4-H is

independent of persons who influenced the participant to
initially join a 4-H club.
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7.

Holding an office in 4-H does not influence

perceptions of 4-H knowledge and skills usefulness in the
participants occupation or personal life.
8.

Having been a 4-H junior/teen leader positively

influences perceptions of the value of program knowledge
acquired in Communications in current jobs of participants.
Perceptions

of

experiences

in their

influenced

by

the

value

of

Personal

personal

participants'

lives

Development

are

involvement

positively
as

a

4-H

junior/teen leader.
9.

The participants' continued membership in the 4-H

program is independent of persons who influenced the
individual to remain in the 4-H program.
10.

Extension agents most greatly influenced award

winners to participate in the National Awards Program.

Recommendations
This study was designed to investigate the impact of
4-H educational activities on youth participants from West
Virginia who had been involved in the National Awards
Program from 1967-1980, inclusive.
Analysis of responses of respondents, as well as their
comments, reveals suggestions for program improvement of
which the most significant are condensed and presented in
the form of recommendations.

These were further supported

by the review of related literature, and the background and
experience of the researcher.
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1.

The current structure of the 4-H program provides

opportunities for young people to meet and work with other
people, teaches responsibility, and helps youth gain
self-confidence.

As the 4-H program is changed or new

programs are developed, Extension personnel must remain
cognizant of the activities which are contributing to these
three areas.
2.

A majority of the respondents perceived that their

4-H experiences, as a whole, influenced their decisions to
pursue further educational opportunities.

Therefore, it

appears there is a need to evaluate career exploration
opportunities offered in the 4-H program and identify ways
to strengthen this phase of the program.
3.

Participants indicated that volunteer leaders and

agents had influenced them to join the 4-H program and
participate in 4-H activities.

A need exists to inform and

educate leaders and agents in their role of influencing
youth's decisions to become 4-H members and the impact on
career selection.

In addition, resource materials are

needed to assist leaders and agents to help youth explore
career opportunities as well as institutions for higher
education and training.
4.

Respondents felt leadership experiences (being a

junior/teen leader, presenting visual presentations, and
being a camp counselor) were useful in their current jobs
and personal lives.

The findings support and document the
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value of continuing these leadership experiences as part of
the 4-H program.
5.

The 82.7% response rate to this investigation and

the comments made by respondents reveals a continued
interest in the 4-H program.

A need exists to incorporate

these individuals, in addition to new younger volunteers,
into leadership roles and to tap the vitality, enthusiasm,
and contributory skills developed as 4-H'ers or trained
volunteers.

In addition, the quality of training and

recognition of volunteers needs to be strengthened.
6.

A limitation of this study was that the population

was a select group of 4-H'ers who had participated and were
winners in the National Awards Program from 1967-1980,
inclusive.

A need exists to continuously assess the needs

of all youth participants through longitudinal and impact
studies and design learning experiences that meet their
needs.
7.

The National Awards Program is the culmination of

an individual member's progress in 4-H and his/her project
work.

A need exists to provide all youth participants with

updated project and resource materials to enable them to
transfer

information into practical application.

The

'incorporation of leadership and life skills development
into all 4-H projects and the entire program will result in
competent and mature adults.

In order to achieve updated

project and resource materials in a time of limited staff
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and financial constraints, the Extension Service needs to
strengthen their land-grant university support to enable
the program to have advanced research, technical, and
professional expertise to develop the needed program
resources.
8.

The implementation and continuation of the 4-H

program and in particular, the National Awards Program, is
contingent upon support from the private sector.

Private

resources enhance and enrich the experiences of 4-H youth.
A need exists to actively seek adequate support from the
private sector.

In order to do this the Extension Service

must plan carefully to ensure strong accountability to
donors and enhance the image of 4-H through a strong public
relations program.
9.

National impact studies and the respondents in

this investigation have indicated a need to increase
membership and promote the 4-H program.

Extension needs to

utilize all available media resources to inform the general
public of the diversity, usefulness, and availability of
the 4-H program to youth and volunteer leaders.

Increased

recruiting and training of volunteers can provide a
foundation
audiences

for expansion of
and

provide

a

the program to special

balanced

attractiveness for all individuals.

program

with
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10.

The 4-H program must continue to assess the needs

of youth and design programs to meet their expectations.
Due to reduced staffing and financial constraints, an
efficient research model needs to be developed by Extension
faculty with support of land-grant university researchers
to provide a workable and effective methodology to gather
data

to

assist

programming.

field

faculty

in

assessing

local

Through use of standardized methodology this

research package could be implemented to secure statewide
data for use in long term planning of successful programs
in the coming decade.
The 4-H program is and will continue to be an
educational program to assist youth in becoming mature and
competent adults.
society.

4-H must adapt to the changes of

Thus there is a need for continued inquiry and

investigation
participants.

of

the

impact of 4-H upon its youth
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APPENDIX A.
Cover Letter and List Sent to
County 4-H Agents and County Volunteers
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Cooperative Extension
Service

^J^^Z,,,,
P. 0. Box 1116
Morgantown, WV 26507-1116
Telephone: 292-3987
December 12, 198S

West Virginia
University

Dear
Thank you for agreeing to assist me in collecting the current
addresses and phone numbers of the National Awards Program participants
from 1967-1980 from your county.
Please find enclosed the list of participants and information which
was obtained from records in the State 4-H Office. Please list the current addresses and phone numbers, and any name changes of female participants. If you are aware of any other changes, please make any corrections
or additions.
I will be sending, or telephoning, the individuals with a survey to
develop a profile of characteristics of the state winneTs~in the West
Virginia National Awards Program, and to determine the usefulness of
skills and knowledge received through participation in the 4-H Program
to each state winner's present occupational status and personal life.
I am most appreciative of your assistance in this endeavor. Please
send the completed list in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope
to me by January 20, 1986.

Thank you again for your cooperation and assistance.
holiday season!
Sincerely,

Have a happy

Jean Woloshuk
Extension Agent, 4-H
Enclosures:

Participants List
Self-Addressed, Stamped Envelope

JW/plr

d'l- dv4it,it»i' lit all (M'tMiits twit tout icuara to i.l( r uiim *.••» ndliondl Otiyn cw ri.iii<l<L.ip
WrM ViK)«ii,i Un.vi-iMly US Oi-iMiimttnl Ot A y i t t i l t n c i'»rt Wi-sl ViiyMiiu Counln". ( uotx'MiHig
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Birthdate Parent(s) Name

Phone
Number Present Addres
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APPENDIX B.
Cover Letter and List Sent to Parents
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Aft
4-H Queatlonnalre

Instruction!: Please answer a l l questions. Most I t e m on t h i s f o n require only a check aark ( / t o
your answer. Answers requiring brief stateaents aay be written with pen or pencil.
f a r t I.

4-H Characteristics

1. Sex:

IS.

( ) Mala
( ) Female
2. At what age did you loin 4-HT
( ) under 9
()U
( ) M
( )9

( ) 10
( ) "

( ) is
( ) 16

3.

Whan you were a 4-H member, where did you live?
(Check one).
( ) Farm
( ) Rural Non-Fan
( ) Town or City

4.

Who had the greatest influence on you i n i t i a l l y
to join a 4-H club? (Check one).
( ) Parents/Guardians
( ) Extension Agent
( ) Local 4-H Leader
( ) S i s t e r or Brother
( ) Another 4-H Member
( ) Other Person (Specify):

5.

What was the main reason you joined 4-H?
(Check one).
( ) Interested in 4-K projects.
( ) Friends belonged to 4-H.
( ) To participate In club meetings and
activities.
( ) To participate in caaps.
( ) I wanted to join.
( ) No other youth a c t i v i t i e s existed in my
community.
( ) Other:
What o f f i c e s did you hold in 4-H? (Check a l l
that apply).
( ) None
( ) Treasurer
( ) President
( ) Reporter
( ) Vice President
( ) Game Leader
( ) Secretary
( ) Song Leader

7.

Did you ever serve as a Junior/Teen Leader i n
4-H?
( ) Yes
( ) No .
8. Check other organizations to which you belonged
when you were a 4-H member.
(Check all that apply).
( ) Church Youth Groups
( ) School Organizations, other than class
activities
( ) Boy/Girl Scouts
( ) FFA/FHA
( ) Other (Specify):

9. Total years of 4-H membership: (Check one).
( ) 2-J
( ) «-9
( ) 4-5
( ) 10-11
( ) 6-7
( ) 12 t over
10. Who influenced you to continue your 4-H
membership.
( ) Parent/Guardian
( ) Extension Agent
( ) Local 4-H Leader
( ) S i s t e r or Brother
( ) Another 4-H Member
( ) Other Person (Specify):
11.

12.

Who Influenced you to participate in the
National Awards Program?
( ) Parent/Guardian
( ) Extension Agent
( ) Local 4-H Leader
( ) S i s t e r or Brother
( ) Another 4-H Member
( ) Other Person (Specify):

In what year(s)
Winner?
( ) 1967
( ) 196S
( ) 1969
( ) 1970
( ) 1971

were you selected as a State
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

1972
197S
1974
197S
1976

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

1977
1978
1979
1980

14.

State "inner In What A»a(s)T If multiple
winner, please indicate by l a s t two d i g i t s
of year.
( ) Achieveaent
( ) Health
( ) Agricultural
( ) Hoae Environment
( ) Automotive
( ) Horse
( ) Beef
( ) Leadership
( ) Bicycle
( ) Leadership I
( ) Bread
Soc. Dev.
( ) Citizenship
( ) Petroleum Power
( ) Clothing
( ) Photography
( ) Con. of Nst. Resources ( ) Plant I Soil
( ) Consumer Ed.
Science
( ) Dairy
( ) Public Speaking
( ) Dairy Foods
( ) Safety
( ) Dog Care I Training ( ) Sheep
( ) Electric Energy
( ) Swine
( ) Entomology
( ) Vet. Science
( ) Fashion Revue
( ) Wildlife I
( ) Food-Nutrition
Fisheries
( ) Food Preservation
( ) Wood Science
( ) Forestry
( ) Other (Specify):
( ) Gardening I Hort.

15.

Were you a National Winner?

()«

6.

give

( ) *•»

( ) No
If multiple winner, in what area(s) and
y«"(s) T
16.

What did you enjoy about 4-H? (Please
indicate for each a c t i v i t y ) .
Greatly
Did Not Not ApEnjoyed Enjoyed Enjoy
piicable
4-H Projects
- f j
1)
tT~
M
Camps
( )
( )
( )
( )
Club Meetings
( )
( )
( )
( )
Trips/Tours
( )
( )
( )
f )
Contests
( )
( )
( )
( )
Being an Officer
( )
( )
( )
( )
Other (Specify):

( )

()

( )

()

Part II. Education and Occupation
17. What i s the highest level of formal education
you have completed? (Check one).
( ) Less than high school
( ) Some high school
( ) High School Graduate
( ) Technical School Graduate
( ) 2-Year College Graduate
( ) College Graduate
( ) Post Graduate
( ) Other (Specify):
18.

Did your 4-H experiences, as a whole. Influence your decision to pursue further educational opportunities:
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Uncertain

19.

What i s your current occupation?

20.

What level of formal education did your parents/guardians have during your 4-H membership (highest level completed)? Pieck for both).
Father:
Mother:
( )
Less than high school
fT"
( )
Some high school
( )
( )
Hljh School Graduate
( )
( )
Technical School Graduate
( )
( )
2-Year College Graduate
( )
( )
College Graduate
( )t
V
Post Graduate
Other (Specify):
Don't Know
Please l i s t your parents' major occupations
during your 4-H years.
Father:
Mother:

At what age(s) were you selected as a State
Winner?
( ) 14
( ) 17
( ) IS
( ) 18
( ) 16
( ) 19
21.

•11
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Part H I .
22.

Influence of 4-H on Occupation and Personal Life

Read each Item listed below. As a 4-H member involved in projects or activities, check how important
the knowledge, skills or benefits acquired are in your current occupation and in your personal life.
A. Program Knowledge e Skills:
On The Job
In Personal Life
Somewhat Not Ia- Very IaNot In- Very laSomewhat Mot Ie>
portent Important Iaportant portent portant Iaportant Iaportant portent
Aniaal Sciences:
volved portant
aaef
( )
l)
( )
C)
C)
()
Dairy
()
C)
()
()
()
()
Dog Care 8. Training ( )
()
C)
()
()
()
Horse
( )
()
( )
()
()
()
Sheep
( )
()
C)
()
()
()
Swine
( )
()
()
() ()
()
Veterinary Science
( )
()
C)
()
()
()
Hoae Economics 1 Health:
Bread
( )
( )
()
()
()
()
Dairy Foods
()
C)
C)
()
(
)
(
)
Food-Nutrition
()
()
C)
(
)
(
)
()
Food Preservation
()
()
()
()
()
()
Clothing
( )
()
()
()
()
()
Consumer Education
( )
()
C)
C)
(
)
(
)
Fashion Revue
( )
( )
()
C)
(
)
(
)
Hoae Environment
()
C)
C)
(
)
(
)
(
)
Health
( )
C)
( )
( )
()
()
Natural Resources 8 Plant Sciences:
Gardening 8 Hort.
( )
( )
()
()
()
()
Plantft.Soil Sciences ( )
()
()
C)
C)
()
Con. of Nat. Resources ( )
()
( )
()
( )
()
Entomology
( )
( )
()
()
C)
()
Forestry
( )
()
()
()
()
()
Wildlife 8 Fisheries ( )
()
()
C)
()
()
Wood Science
( )
()
()
C)
()
()
Communications:
Photography
()
( )
()
( )
()
C)
Public Speaking
()
()
( )
()
( )
()
Safety & Mechanical Sciences:
Automotive
()
C)
()
()
()
()
Bicycle
()
()
()
C)
()
()
Electric Energy
( )
()
( )
()
C)
()
Petroleum Power
()
()
( )
(
)
()
()
Safety
()
()
()
()
()
()
Leadership:
Achievement
( )
()
()
()
C)
()
Citizenship
()
{)
()
()
C)
()
Leadership
Leadership Experiences 8 Activities:
Being a club officer ( )
C)
( )
C)
C)
C)
Committee Member
( )
{)
()
( )
()
C)
Junior Leader
()
()
( )
()
( )
C)
Camp Counselor
( )
()
( )
()
()
C)
Chief or Sag at Caap ' ( )
()
()
()
( )
C)
Judging Activities
( )
()
( )
()
C)
Visual Presentations ( )
()
()
()
C)
Other (Please specify):

H

f )

C)

()

()

()

C)

C. Personal Developaent:
Taught ae responsibility.
C)
( )
( )
()
()
Gave ae self-confidence.
()
()
()
()
Chance to aeet and work
C)
with people.
()
()
()
()
Learn about recordkeeping.
C)
( )
()
()
()
Make batter use of tiae.
()
C)
C)
(}
C)
Plan toward ay occupation.
()
C)
()
()
C)
Speaking skills.
()
()
C)
C)
C)
Be a better citizen.
()
()
C)
()
C)
To raise a family.
()
()
C)
()
()
To conduct a meeting.
()
()
()
()
C)
Involveaent in coaaunity
()
activities.
( )
()
()
()
()
Use of leisure tiae.'
()
()
()
()
()
23. In which of the following activities are you currently invo ved? (Please check all that apply).
( ) School (PTA/PTO, etc.,)
( Other Youth Organizations (Girl/Boy
Scouts, etc.,)
( ) Church Organizations (Choir, Church Council, etc.,)
( ) Civic Organizations (Rotary, Lions, etc.,)
( Governmental Activities (County Com( ) 4-H
, mission, City Council, etc.,)
Other (Please specify):
Did
your
4-H
experiences,
24.
as a whole, influence your current involveaent in' such activities?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( } Uncertain
Com rats:
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APPENDIX D.
Cover Letter to Participants

Cooperative Extension
Service

T^Z^Z^
P. 0. Box 1116
Morgantown, WV 26507
Telephone: 292-3987
February 28, 1986

West Virginia
University
TO:

West Virginia National 4-H Awards Program Participants 1967-1980

FROM:

Jean Woloshuk
Extension Agent, 4-H (Monongalia County)

Glenn Snyder
Extension Specialist, 4

Hello!
As a former West Virginia State Winner in the National 4-H Awards
Program, we are asking for your help in a doctoral study which will
provide information that may be useful to 4-H personnel (Specialists,
Agents, and local Leaders) in adjusting 4-H Programs to more effectively
meet the needs of youth. In addition, information obtained may provide
a practical approach in recruiting youth to join and participate in specific 4-H activities.
Although your participation is voluntary, we are asking you to take
a few minutes of your time to complete the enclosed questionnaire. We
would like your response to every question, but if there are some you
cannot or would rather not answer, feel free to omit them. Please be
assured that information you provide will be held in complete confidence.
You m;iy enjoy this stick of gum while you participate in the study.
Please return the questionnaire in the envelope provided by May 30, 1986.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and assistance.

Enclosure:

Questionnaire

JW/GS/plm

Pioyuitis awl dctivitius oHored by Ihu Wusl Virginia Univorsily CoonoMtivc f «lunsiun Scrvicu
an: .ivaiidhm lo all poisons without legard to race, color, SON. nalional origin. 01 handicap
W i " j Virginia Univorsily, US Dcparlmont of Agnculuro, end West Virginia Cotinlios Coopoiaiino
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APPENDIX E.
Follow-up Letter to Participants

Center ,or Ex,ension

Cooperative Extension Service

and Continuing Education

West Virginia University
P. 0. Box 1116
Morgantown, WV 26507
June 10, 1986

TO:

WEST VIRGINIA NATIONAL 4-H AWARDS PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
1967-1980 .

FROM:

Jean Woloshuk
Extension Agent,, 4-H

Glenn Snyder, Jr.
Extension Specialist,
4-H Programs

Hello!
We recently sent you a questionnaire concerning your 4-H
experiences and -participation In the National 4-H Awards
Program. The study Is designed to provide information that may
be useful to 4-H personnel in adjusting 4-H Programs to
more effectively meet the needs of youth.
Realizing your busy schedule you may have forgotten to
complete the original questionnaire. Please find enclosed a
duplicate questionnaire to be completed and returned in the
envelope provided by June 27, 1986. If you have already
completed and mailed in your questionnaire, please accept our
thanks and disregard this message.
Again, thanks for your cooperation and assistance.
JW/nh
Enclosure:

Questionnaire
Addressed Stamped Envelope

West Virginia Univorsily, U S Department ol Agriculture, and West Virginia Counties Cooperating
Equal Opporlunily/Atlirmalive Action Inslilulion
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APPENDIX F.
Breakdown of Current Occupational Status of Participants
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Current Occupations of the Participants

Occupations
Professional
Accountants and Auditors (13)
Anthropologist (1)
Nurses (14)

Number
157

Percent
55.3

Pharmacist (1)
Extension, ASCS, FMHA, WV Dept. of Agriculture Personnel (15)
Lawyers (6)
Teachers and School Administrators (57)
Physicians and Chiropractors (4)
Dentists (1)
Veterinarians (6)
Health Care Specialists (12)
Engineers (5)
Professors (2)
Opticians (1)
Statisticians (1)
Social Workers (1)
Researchers (2)
Public Relations, Journalists, Editors, Graphics Workers (4)
Musician (1)
Personnel and Labor Relations Workers (5)
Agricultural Husbandman (1)
Chef (1)
Airline Personnel (1)
Computer Analysts (2)
Farmers

9

3.2

Managers. Sales, and Clerical Workers
Secretaries (13)
Postal Clerks (2)
Managers and Directors (16)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers (2)
Sales Representatives (5)
Receptionists (1)
Advertising Agents (1)
Bank Personnel (2)
Controllers (1)
Small Business Owners (3)
Factory Clerk (1)

48

16.9

Craftsmen. Operatives, and Service Workers
Carpenters (2)
Electricians (3)
Plumbers (1)
Machinists (2)
Linemen and Servicemen, Utilities (4)
Truck, Bus, and Equipment Operators (3)
Welders (1)
Railroad Trackmen (1)
Firemen (1)
Police and Law Enforcement (2)
Laborer (1)

21

7.4

Private Household Workers
Homemakers (27)
Bab/Bitters, Private Household (1)

28

9.9

5

1.8

16

5.6

Military
US Army (1)
US Navy (3)
US Air Force (1)
Other
Students (16)
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Appendix G.
Breakdown of Participants' Fathers' Occupation During
Their Membership In 4-H
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Breakdown of Participants' Fathers' Occupation During Their Membership
in 4-H
Occupations
_
Professional
Accountants (6)
Clergymen (2)
Funeral Director (2)
Physicians (2)
Lawyers and Judges (4)
USDA Agency Personnel (11)
Veterinarians (1)
Teachers, Principals, School Administrators (14)
Professors (2)
Editors (1)
Engineers (6)
Health Care Agency (1)

Number
52

Percent
18.4

Farmers

60

21.2

Managers. Sales, and Clerical Workers
Postal Service Workers (12)
Small Business Owners (11)
Insurance Agents (4)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers (1)
Salesmen and Sales Clerks (12)
Managers and Superintendents (7)
Bank Tellers (1)

48

17.0

111

39.2

Craftsmen. Operatives, and Service Workers
Carpenters (5)
Electricians (3)
Coal Industry Workers (11)
Mechanics and Repairmen (9)
Bus Drivers (7)
Utility Workers (14)
Machinists (6)
Police, Sheriffs, and Security Workers (4)
Truck Drivers and Heavy Equipment Operators (13)
Welders (2)
Pipefitters (3)
Glass Industry Workers (7)
Chemical Plant Workers (7)
Construction Workers (5)
Steel and Aluminum Industry workers (11)
Railroad Workers (2)
Janitors (2)
Private Household Workers

0

0

Military
US Navy (1)
US Army (2)
National Guard (1)

4

1.4

Other
Deceased (5)
Unemployed (1)
Disabled (2)

8

2.8
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Appendix H.
Breakdown of Participants' Mothers' Occupation During
Their Membership in 4-H
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Breakdown of Participants' Mothers' Occupation During Their Membership
in 4-H
Occupations
Professional
Teachers (40)
USDA Agency Personnel (6)
Funeral Directors (3)
Librarians (5)
Nurses (8)
Dieticians (1)
Social and Welfare Workers (3)
College Instructors and Administrators (2)
Guidance Counselors (3)

Number
71

Percent
24.8

2

0.7

Managers, Sales, and Clerical Workers
Secretaries (20)
Boolvkeepers (3)
Bank Tellers (2)
Postal Service Workers (3)
Cashiers (2)
Clerks (4)
Managers (2)
Public Administrators (2)
Buyers (2)
Telephone Operators (2)
Small Business Owners (1)

43

15.0

Craftsmen, Operatives, and Service Workers
Cooks (2)
Factory Workers (10)
Deputy Sheriffs (1)
Security Guards (1)
Craftsmen, Potter (1)
Attendants and Aids, Personal Service (2)

17

5.9

151

52.8

Farmers

Private Household Workers
Homemakers (150)
Babysitters, Private Household (1)
Military

0

0

Other
Not linouTi (1)
R e t i r e d (1)

2

0.7
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Appendix I.
Usage of Yates' Correction For Continuity
To Determine Significance of Persons Who
Influenced Participant To Initially Join
The 4-H Program
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Persons Who Influenced Participant To Initially Join The
4-H Program Categorized By Age The Participant Joined The
4-H Program
Age Participant Joined 4-H

Individual
Parent/Guardian
Others

<9-9
No.

10-13
No.

Overall
No.
%

144

18

162

57.24

86

53

121

42.76

chi-square with Yates' correction for continuity =
14.359775, ld.f., not significant at .05 level of
confidence.
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Appendix J.
Comments and Suggestions Offered by Participants
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COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY RESPONDENTS*

"My growing-up experience with my parents and
community involvements (with good leaders) have influenced
me greatly!"
"This is a great idea and good luck."
"Currently I am working in a nonagricultural field.
Most of the skills and knowledge I obtained do not directly
apply.
However, the leadership opportunities and
responsibilities help me while in school and also on the
job."
"I am glad to see a survey, I feel some back to basics
is necessary in W.Va. 4-H. It is a shame we don't utilize
our 4-H members in paid positions. I personally wanted an
agent position. I was turned down because I don't have a
Master's Degree in anything - never mind my 18 years of 4-H
experience. I was willing to take any county. Good luck
and may God Bless."
"When my children are a little older I hope to see
them through 4-H activities."
"It's hard to measure the impact 4-H had had on my
life.
Few direct areas exist, many indirect things
though."
"I enjoyed the opportunity to express my feeling about
my 4-H experience. And since I am currently a graduate
student in Psychology at Ga. Tech., my conscious wouldn't
allow me not to return the questionnaire!"
"Belonging to 4-H was a very important part in my
school years. I developed many skills as far as
communicating and just getting along with people. I would
encourage any young person to join 4-H."
"Camp, both as camper and counselor had more influence
on me than any other single involvement. Am still acting
as counselor at county camp even though I now live in
Atlanta."
*Comments and suggestions made by respondents have been
quoted verbatim, including spelling and grammatical errors.
County references or names were deleted to insure the
confidentiality of the participants.
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"4-H is an opportunity to improve yourself
professionally as well as personally. I feel that 4-H has
had many changes over the years I've been involved and not
all of them for the good. The key to keeping our
organization in this state at the top is to look at what
we've accomplished in the past and stick with it, not all
changes are for the good, recruiting now is more important
than its ever been because of all the other opportunities
and other organizations available. Stick with our old
fundamentals on camping life as well as meeting and
projects,- the main thing to remember is that the 4-H
program is for the youth and not for the adults and
leaders, we should appreciate their help but should work
only as an advisor and counselor and not so much as a
participant!"
"4-H provided a forum to be competitive and
introspective, and to be influenced by those who cared about
me. And it was only just a little bit pollyannaish."
"I really enjoyed 4-H and still miss not being as
involved as I used to be."
" 4-H is an excellent experience - I am glad for mine
and would encourage anyone to belong."
"4-H was a very positive experience in my life. I
attempted to get involved here in Tenn., but it's a school
club here and conflicts with my work schedule. I still
have a horse which I enjoy a great deal and I believe that
my years of 4-H horse projects influence that. It's been a
delight to fill out this questionnaire and think about
those by hone days. As a suggestion, I believe I could
have been a national winner if I had had a better idea of
how to present the information. The girl who won the year
I competed really hadn't done much that I hadn't but she
did a much better job presenting her project booklet. I
really didn't get much guidance in that area and wish I'd
known , for instance, to type it and what kinds of pictures
to include. Good luck with W.Va's 4-H program! I miss
it!"
"To me 4-H is very helpful when I was in school. It
helped me to be a better person and gave me the confidence
I needed while growing up."
"4-H was and is one of the most important, beneficial
activities in shaping young people into a good, decent, and
conscientious adult."
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"4-H has been most rewarding for it was in 4-H that I
met most of my business contacts and people that did a lot
to influence my career decisions."
"Not involved in any activities at this time."
"The 4-H program in our county has gone "down hill" in
the past 5 years. Even with the help of local and county
leaders our extension agents can't get as much done as one
previous agent did on his own. The young agent tries but
the older agent makes it hard on him."
"4-H taught me a great deal about myself and how to
deal with people in general. 4-H is so much a part of me
that I can hardly remember, not being involved."
"My 4-H experience helped me gain self confidence and
leadership skills."
"Due to being a veterinary medicine student for 4
years, I have had to forego most activities listed on #23
in order to have time to complete my education. However,
4-H is my #1 priority after starting work on July 1, 86. I
regret not being able to be active in 4-H the last 4 years
but in order to get through vet school, I've had to
dedicate every spare minute to continuing my education i.e.
getting through vet school."
"Some of my fondest memories of my youth, in fact, a
majority of them, are 4-H related. Camps, friends, trips
-- all contributed to my development. It is very difficult
to try and separate those contributions into personal and
professional categories. They are, in fact, one in the
same."
"Leadership seems to be the best training I received.
4-H provided a clean, wholesome atmosphere in which to
grow. Even though I'm now in the business field I
appreciate the agricultural background I had."
"My mother was a local leader; now I am a local leader
and my daughter is following in my steps as an active 4-H
member. 4-H is an important activity in our community our only concern is reduced staff and funding."
"Plan to become involved in 4-H when my children are
old enough to join."
"I am
Judges and
and others
like to be

basically shy and being in front of people and
even peers gave me the chance to prove to myself
what I was capable of. I learned what it was
a winner and a loser. But no matter the outcome
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I learned to rejoice at other's (personal) victories as
well as my own. Some of the friendships I made will always
be with me in my heart. Thank you. Let me know if I can
ever be of help."
"4-H has played a great part of my life - it has
developed me physically, mentally, and spiritually. My
experiences in 4-H hold a great place in my heart."
"Since the birth of my child, 19 months ago, my
occupation changed drastically. I now work 2 days a week
at the church preschool program where as before I worked as
a full-time Rehabilitation Coordinator for severely
handicapped individuals. Therefore, my evaluation of the
skills I acquired through 4-H related to my job is totally
different than if I would have completed it 2 years ago."
"I loved 4-H.
to grow."
"My
function
involved
of those

It gave me many wonderful opportunities

4-H activities helped give me the skills needed to
in a leadership capacity in every activity I'm
in today! I try never to underestimate the value
demonstrations, judging event, etc."

"As a teacher, I use ideas and old projects that were
used during my 4-H years."
"Please accept my apology for being late with this.
recently had a new baby. Best wishes with your study."
"4-H was a great experience for me.
Mill as my wedding site."

I

I even chose the

"I am not involved in any organization but would enjoy
being active in a 4-H group but 4-H is not active in my
area."
"At this time, I am temporarily located out of W.Va.
When I return there, I plan to again become involved with
4-H. As a whole, 4-H has definitely affected my life and
the things I strive for; that also goes for my friends that
stayed in it through their age limit."
"I was a member of a regular 4-H club and a member of
the
Jr. 4-H Fire Department. Both activities have
greatly influenced my life both at home and at work. My
only regret is that here in Georgia 4-H is not as strong as
in West Virginia. But we're going to see what we can do
about that!"
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"4-H was a very rewarding experience which has helped
me the past fifteen years."
"My husband is constantly telling me how active I am
and he knows after visiting my county camp for a 25th
anniversary, that it's partly because of my 4-H
involvement!"
"The 4-H program was, and still is a very big part of
my life. Always trying to "Make the Best, Better."
"4-H has been a main influence on my life. It has
given me the structure to build my life around. It's
provided many things that has helped strengthen my
character, teach me to set goals, and go for what I want.
Thanks."
"4-H demonstrations and talent shows taught me to
stand up and get my point across. Now as a performer, I
appreciate all the butterflies of my youth when I can stand
and perform before large audiences with a minimum of stage
fright.
Also practicing for all those sewing
demonstrations. (Solving the set in sleeve puzzle, zippers
without tears, etc) has made sewing second nature. Being
involved in a profession that requires a fresh look often
sewing is of invaluable skill. I loved 4-H. It gave me a
chance to learn and grow as an individual. It taught me
some harsh realities of life but it also taught me the joy
of achievement."
"I enjoyed 4-H and all of the activities that were
available. The project that I won in as a State Winner has
benefitted me tremendously. I love to can and teach
others, which I have done. I would recommend 4-H to
anyone. My 4-H leader,
, was great , you couldn't
of asked for anyone better. Also
was tops."
"I feel 4-H is the best organization a child can join
and will help you throughout your entire life."
"4-H was a very important part of my childhood, but my
children are not interested and I will not force them.
From what I have seen the 4-H program has greatly changed
since
left and not for the better!"
"I loved 4-H particularly the National Convention."
"I've always been a "joiner" however - the skills and
personal development I got from 4-H were unmatched by any
other activity outside of school. 4-H is great! The green
paper is a nice touch!"
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"4-H was the single most beneficial influence on my
life, with the exception of my family's influence!"
life.

"4-H has been one of the most influential parts of my
I plan to continue volunteering my time to 4-H."

"Though I did not know it then, 4-H was preparing me
for many parts of my occupation."
"4-H provided many beneficial experiences to me.
Former County Extension Agent,
, encouraged me in
demonstrations which provided training and worthwhile
experiences for college and future vocations. 4-H was a
definite plus to me."
"4-H was the most influencing youth organization that
I have been Involved in. Regrettably, I cannot participate
in the 4-H program at this time due to my occupation."
"4-H had a net positive impact on my life. A bad
career choice has caused me to have excessive periods of
unemployment and has limited my ability to participate in
community activities."
"I feel 4-H has helped me grow in life by making new
friends and meeting new people in my daily walk of life.
Each year I meet people and I enjoy it."
"4-H meant and still means a great deal to me. I feel
that I am a well-rounded person today because of 4-H.
Also, I met my husband in 4-H and our similar values
learned from 4-H strengthen our marriage."
"I just want to include this note to let you know that
these few questions could not adequately evaluate the
importance of the 4-H clubs and the impact the leaders, both
local and county, on my life. Thanks for giving me the
opportunity to express this to you."
"I believe that the West Virginia State Fair 4-H
Exhibition ranks as one of the most enjoyable and exciting
highlights of a 4-H'ers year. It, also, has all the
possibilities for the successful means of gaining the
interest of other young people. What better way to recruit
the new - - when first impressions are with other's
successful end results? As for the National 4-H Awards
Program, I can certainly hail it as a wonderful bonus for a
project well-done, and an experience of a life time. I
still, and quite often, think of my trip to Chicago, <yid
hope that this incentive is continued as a goal to strive
toward for those who excel in their projects."
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"The leadership experience and opportunities provided
for personal development through 4-H were invaluable to me.
"How-How" to this great organization!"
"4-H was a very important part of my younger years. I
hope that my children will have the same opportunities as I
had. The programs don't seem to be as strong as they
were."
"I am active in my Teachers Association. 4-H was very
helpful to me. I am an excellent leader and organizer. I
don't know what made me so radical. I don't think it was
4-H, it was Regan getting it for President!"
"4-H needs to be forever."
"I loved my involvement with 4-H during my youth! I
highly recommend it for all youths - it has definitely made
me a better person!!"
•i

"4-H was a good experience, it builds strong character
and leadership. I enjoyed my 12 years of 4-H and hope my
two children have the same chances."
"4-H is great!"
"My desire to be a 4-H Extension agent has been
squelched, but the same skills I use in my current
occupation were developed as a 4-H'er."
"4-H in Georgia on the local level is nothing like in
West Virginia. I could not imagine our children without
4-H. It's scary! I learned much about involvement and
leadership in 4-H.
Related activities gave me
self-confidence and pose not to mention organization and
documentation skills."
"Good luck with your study. Doctorates are not easy,
but when they're done, there are rewards."
"4-H had a decided positive influence on me as I was
growing up, both in my personal development and in my
choice of careers. I'm glad to have been a part of the
state program in West Virginia!"
"Am currently a homemaker due to motherhood but have
been a secretary for 2 churches, a Home Economics Agent,
and a TV station as well as a 4-H Program Assistant."
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"Living in another state has hurt my present
participation in 4-H. I've volunteered many times and have
rarely been used. The only capacity North Carolina,
Georgia, or Alabama have accepted my willingness is in
judging foods."
"I am stationed in Korea so I am not involved in any
of the activities in #23 but when I was stationed in El
Paso, Texas I was a leader of a 4-H club."
"I feel my 4-H experiences have influenced all phases
of my life. I try to set a good example for my children
and take an active part in my community and church."
"As a school choir director, I am involved in 2-3
concerts a month. After 2 years at my present job, I just
now feel caught up and in control (time-wise) to become
more involved in community activities."
"Was involved in dairy, sewing, and Jr. Leadership
projects. There was a very active county program in each of
these areas - which greatly motivated me to continue with
4-H."
"thank you for still caring, 4-H was a great
experience that I will never forget."
"If I had to determine one single influence factor in
my life while growing up and being an only child, 4-H is
definitely the greatest factor for my success and ambitions
to become a male nurse and to continue on to go to law
school."
"I think 4-H was a great experience. They are years I
cherish and will never forget. I took sewing, cooking and
photography and also day care which effected my life
mainly. I have since then continued showing dogs. It also
made me a much better person."
"Yes, 4-H made a big difference in my life.
not have done anything except for 4-H."

I would

"My children are so young that most of my energies are
directed toward their development. When they're a little
older I'll have more time for outside involvement."
"The extension service touches all parts of the county
and city, government programs that I have worked with and
later have voluntarily worked with by keeping in touch with
extension staff, I feel knowledgeable and confident
wherever I am."
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"Currently not involved in any other activity but I
plan to soon."
"I loved 4-H and I'm glad I had the opportunity to be
in it and a mother that encouraged me so much. Thanks to
her I had a great 4-H career. A big thanks to
an
excellent 4-H leader!"
"I feel that 4-H has influenced my hole life.
helped me participate as a leader in area club."

It's

"Now that my two children are older, I plan to become
actively involved in 4-H and or other activities. 4-H will
always hold a special place in my heart."
"I'll never forget the wonderful direct communication
I had ongoing with county extension agents and state staff
- they were very real and reachable people to me as a rank
and file 4-H'er. My frustration with 4-H right now - for
your interest. Note: The 4-H program in my home county was
far superior to the one my children experience where we are
- they have nowhere near the 4-H stimulation I had in my
home county.
I try to fill in the gaps but it's
impossible. (Personally) I have children in 4-H so I
learned much I can guide with (above) you may be curious to
why I marked so muck importance on my club projects - re:
my profession - there are psychological and record keeping
factors from each individual project and activity that I
distinctly remember and use in dealing with patients and
students in our nursing program.
Science-biological
information learned was helpful in study of people!"
"Being a 4-H member was undoubtedly the best
experience of my life. It opened my eyes to many
possibilities and provided me with as many opportunities,
all of which have had a profound effect upon my
professional and personal life today. I wish every child
could share my experiences. No doubt the nations struggle
against crime would be virtually eliminated."
"The greatest contributions 4-H gave to my
development were a sense of self worth and accomplishment
(via a chance to enteract with others; a sense of being
part of the world community; and a lifelong hobby."
"I owe a great deal to 4-H for the opportunities,
experiences, chance to meet people, and learn to deal with
people, and self-confidence. The 4-H leaders and agents
made positive impressions on my life."
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"As a 4-H member and all star, I take much pride and
joy in what I've learned from others in the organization
and enjoy helping others to learn as I did. The spiritual,
emotional and physical growth must go hand in hand.
How-How!
W.VA. 4-H is super! Thank you for the opportunity to
participate!"
"Jean - let me know how the doctoral study turns out
with this information. I feel it is a very good endeavor."
"It is hard to check on a form -all that 4-H did for
me. I did about as much as one person could do in 4-H. I
joined when I was 9 and continued as a member through age
21. I completed over 60 projects in those 13 years. I
attended every county camp, state camp and weekend workshop
I could.
I competed in Public Speaking and Visual
Presentation contests every year, I was in State
Competition every year I was old enough until I entered
college. I worked as a County Camp instructor for 8 years.
In 4-H I found success, and the more things I did the
more success I found. This and working with people were
probably the greatest things I got from 4-H.
I went to college and Grad school with the full
intention of becoming a 4-H Extension Agent. But got
sidelined into teaching and found the 1st hand contact with
the kids to suit me better.
4-H was a very big part of my life growing up. But,
it was not my only activity - I was in scouting, band, FHA
and many school activities. 4-H had by far the greatest
impact on my life.
Camping was probably the biggest highlight of 4-H for
me. Girl's state and Older youth did more for me than any
other activities. I'll never forget
and the
opportunity she gave me to speak up and be heard. Or some
CCI's who helped me through some rough spots of growing up
and helped me to feel like somebody."
"Dear Jean - I think it is great to preform a study
like this. My years in 4-H taught me a lot of things and I
was introduced to a great many people and traveled a lot.
My 4-H knowledge and ability enabled me to do many thinks
and belong to many organizations in college. I am married
now with a 20 months old baby boy. Since my marriage and
birth of I have not been involved in many things besides
being a wife and mother. I think a person gets burned out
after so many years of doing things.
After I married I quit school for a while. Finally
this past year I went back to pursue an Elementary
Education Degree. I finally feel that I'm getting back
into the swing of things. Almost like a 4-H person again.
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Many of the things I learned at home and through 4-H are
starting to become important in my teaching.
Being a 4-H member and being involved in 4-H were some
of the times of my life. I miss them now but the memories
are great. 4-H in North Carolina does not seem to have the
same meaning.
Being a 4-H member and being involved in 4-H were some
of the times of my life. I miss them now but the memories
are great. 4-H in North Carolina does not seem to
have the prestige or imporance that it does in West
Virginia. I never hear much about it or read much here. I
would very much like to be involved again and hopefully
have my little one involved.
What is happeing in West Viorginia in the 4-H world?
I come from
County and I hear that 4-H is about gone
or at least the extension service is. I hate to hear
things like that because I have been told that 4-H began in
County and that my grandfather
was one of the
first members. I hope that 4-H can stay above in the rest
of the state."
"I am from
county and am really disappointed in
how the 4-H program has deteriorated since
took over
as County Agent. There is no thought for leaders or 4-H
members beyond what they can do for the agent. The entire
porgram was stronger with our former agent,
.
The activity that benefited me most was Activities
day; putting on presentations of public speaking or
demonstrating on my project. The competition was tough and
many members participated. Today, the county is lucky to
have one entry per category!
I value my 4-H experience and feel it really helped me
with my current job at $30,000 plus per year. The
experience in speaking before crowds and demonstrating
leadership at camp and monthly meetings is unmeasurable and
I attribute my 4-H background for getting me where I am
today.
I also treasure my memories from National 4-H Club
Congress in Chicago - The experiences there, the planning,
tours, entertainment were outstanding! Thanks."
"I am so glad I've had this opportunity to write about
4-H because for the longest time I've wanted somebody to
know about the 4-H program in
County.
I always loved 4-H, it taught me how to get up in
front of crowds and speak (several times I have been an
area roundup winner and once a state winner in the visual
presentation contest) and I've always enjoyed the projects.
I learned so much through my 4-H projects and to this day I
credit my knowledge of insects and trees to 4-H."
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the impact
of 4-H educational activities on West Virginia participants
in the National

4-H

Awards Program

from 1967-1980.

Usefulness of skills/knowledge acquired by participants and
impact of participation on occupational statuses and
personal lives of awards winners were also studied.
The descriptive method of research using the inquiry
technique was utilized.

Information was obtained from 286

alumni who were state winners in the National 4-H Awards
Program.
Statistical procedures used for analyzing data were
number and percent distributions, chi-square, analysis of
variance, and forward selection regression.
It was

found

that participants' perceptions of

importance of knowledge/skills acquired are not influenced
by gender except in two areas:

Home Economics/Health and

Natural Resources/Plant Sciences.
As educational levels increase, perceived importance
of knowledge/skills acquired in Home Economics/Health,
Natural Resources/Plant Sciences, and Safety/Mechanical
Sciences areas decrease with regard to participants' jobs.
This was also true in the Home Economics/Health areas with
respect to participants' personal lives.
usefulness of leadership experiences

Perceptions of

in current jobs

increase as educational levels increase.

Personal
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Development experiences were perceived to be less useful in
personal

lives

as

participants'

educational

levels

increase.
Perceptions of usefulness of knowledge/skills learned
were not related to year participant was selected as a
state winner, area in which state title was won, whether
participant was a national winner, nor years of membership.
Gender and age upon initial enrollment and continued
membership were independent of persons who influenced the
decision to enroll and remain in 4-H.
Being a club officer did not influence perceptions of
usefulness

of

knowledge/skills

acquired

in

4-H

in

participants' occupations or personal lives.
Having been a junior/teen leader positively influenced
perceptions of the value of knowledge acquired in the
Communications
participants.

program

area

in

current

jobs

of

Further, Personal Development experiences

were perceived positively in participants' personal lives.
It was concluded that Extension must develop effective
methods of evaluation and accountability to determine
programming which will promote successful recruiting and
provide opportunities to prepare youth to become productive
adults.
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VITA
Personal Data
Name: Jean Marie Woloshuk
Birth Date: April 14, 1954
Birth Place: Wheeling, West Virginia
Parents: Frances Marie and John Frank Woloshuk
Academic Achievments
1976 B.S. Agriculture

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

1977 M. Agriculture

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

Work Experience
September, 1977 - August, 1980
Extension Agent, 4-H
West Virginia University
New Martinsville, West Virginia
August, 1980 - Present
Extension Agent, 4-H
West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia
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